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(Patch Cable Eliminator)
Now you can forget about messy patch cables and
the tedious task of re -patching to change distribution.
DYNAIR's Series -X Switchers provide pushbutton distri-

bution of either 6 or 12 inputs to as many as 12 outputs. A high degree of input -to -output isolation allows
any input to be switched to any or all outputs without
loading the source.
Series -X Switchers are also available for simultaneous
switching of video and audio, further simplifying distribution. All isolation amplifiers are silicon solid-state and
full -broadcast quality. The audio and video amplifiers
and the power supply are all plug-in modules which may
be easily removed from the switcher for maintenance.
A 12 -MHz bandwidth and excellent differential gain and
phase characteristics assure quality color performance.

TYPICAL BASE PRICES

Capacity

Video Only
(Base Price)

Video and
Audio

Panel

Height

6 in, 3 out
12 in, 3 out
6 in, 6 out
12 in, 6 out

840.00

1,575.00

955.00
1,455.00

1,690.00
2,625.00

12.25

1,645.00

2,815.00

12.25

6 in, 9 out

2,070.00

3,675.00

15.75

12 in, 9 out
6 in, 12 out
12 in, 12 out

2,335.00
2,685.00

3,940.00
4,725.00

15.75

3,025.00

5,065.00

21.0

6.0
6.0

21.0

Other input/output configurations available. Options include
lighted pushbuttons, bridging inputs, and sync -mixing.

DYNAIR Electronics, Inc.

Wouldn't a
4

Series -X Switcher
solve some of

your distribution
I
_LA
Rear Panel

problems?
Write today
for full details.

6360 Federal Blvd.,San Diego,Cafif.92114
Telephone (714) 582-9211

Have you seen "Video Switching Techniques"? D Yes D No
Have you seen "Video Transmission Techniques" D Yes
No
Please send information concerning Series -X Switchers D
NAME

TITLE

COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
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No hangups. No sloppy focus.
No accidental changes.
No bull.
The thing you're looking at is the Spectrum 32 film chain slide
projector. It's made for TV. Strictly.
The logic's all solid state. The optical,

el Each channel has only one mirror surface

mechanical and electronic assemblies are
modular. They can be unplugged and serviced
without messing up the film chain alignment.
All that makes your job a lot easier.

Jand it's set so it never needs adjustment.
The magazines are so finely tuned there's no
change in sharpness as you go from one slide
to another. And if you need speed, they'll flip
one to another in a second.

These things make it better. You have two el

channels. 16 slides each. The color,
intensity and polarization of each is balanced
perfectly. Automatically. There are soft preview
lights so you can check all slides without
spinning the magazine.

The lenses are all color corrected, coated

4 and have a diaphragm and holder for

neutral density or color correcting filters. You've
got a choice of lenses including 71/2' and 9" for
multiplexing. Plus inverted 3" and 5" for direct
projection onto a camera tube face.

a Warning: you have to pay a little bit less
kJ than you'd expect. You can't buy better.

Lamps have a low -glow Standby Mode.
There's never a big surge current. You get
longer lamp life. There's also a turbine blower
for each lamp. And a blower system that cools
every slide. And an air filter that keeps dust out
of the works, slides and optics.

For all the specs ask your supplier, or contact
Spindler & Sauppe, Inc., 13034 Saticoy Street,
North Hollywood, California 91605.
(213) 764-1800.

SPECTRUM 32 PROJECTOR

Spindler & Sauppe
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Have to hire a consulting engineering firm to get you out of
a jam with the FCC? Most consultants are called in because
of inattention to operating details says John Battison in his
article, Care and Treatment of Directional Antennas. Article
is written for engineers, but there are two clear messages
for management: Don't tolerate sloppy log keeping and, as
a cost-effective idea, make DA-NDA switching push-button
controlled. Page 14. For a push-button controlled vhf transmitter -antenna set-up, scan the article on page 20. If you're
in FM and you see a title like Quadrasonic Broadcasting Is
Here, you need no further words. Turn to page 24. For a discussion of what's likely to happen re AM and FM operator
requirements, see page 30. The editorial this month says one
way out of the bind is to cooperate with rival broadcasters
-page 52.

ENGINEERING:
For some feedback on appropriate signal levels in your audio
chain discussed in April, start with the Audio File report,
page 11. Don't be surprised to find your directional antenna

pattern way off when you run a reproof. How to keep the

situation in hand is the subject of a timely, practical article by
John Battison on page 14. How to set up a plan for remote
switching of RF power (VHF or UHF) is covered thoroughly in
in an article by S. M. King, page 20. Thinking of four -channel
FM? Equipment for quadrasonic broadcasting is covered on
page 24. And for a rundown of the pro and con arguments
on third -phone operators doing first -phone duties, don't miss
page 30. (There's more on the subject in Crosstalk, page 39,
and the editorial, page 52.)
July, 1971-BM/E

MASTER CONTROL/AUTOMATION
MODEL 1400.24 VIDEO -AUDIO SW TCHER
ALL SVOTCHING AND TRANSISTION FUNCTIONS AFE CPEF ABLE FROM AN AUTOMATION SC URCE.

23 VIDEO INPUTS - TAKES, DISSOLVES, KEYS,
FADES, INSER-S, OR WIPES MADE VIA ELECTRICAL OR MANUAL CONTRO

33 AUD 0 INPUTS - TAKES. DISSOLVES, AND

FADES, AFV OR BREAKA1VAY (OVER OR
LNDER P3M) MADE VIA ELECTRICAL OR
MANUAL CONTROL.
PREVIEW/BYPASS. BUS PERMI-S SELECTION
CF ANY IMPU- TO ON AIR OJTPUT ALLOWING
THE MIX AND EFFECTS BUSSES AND EQUIPMENT TO 3E USED FOR STLDIC PRODUCTION
CR REHEARSAL.

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 1400-24 AND T -1E COMPLETE
CVG LINE OF PRODUCTION, MC, AND ROJTING SW TCHEFS AVAILAB_E ON REQUEST.
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THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC AA
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT GF.AVCO SALES, INC.
6515 Sunset Blvd.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
12131 462-6618

Station Plaza East

GREAT NECK, N.Y.
15161487-1311

125 South illtlke Roac
ARLINGTJN HEIGI--TS. ILL.
(312) 394-13L4
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DALLAS, -EXAS

'644 Tullie Circle, N.E.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

(214) 352-2.475

(404) 634-0521

2626 Mock istgbird Lane

BROADCAST INDUSTRY
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Two -Way Cable Aids

ton on a classroom terminal. At

Bedridden Students
By the time you read this, it's ex-

each terminal, there's a TV camera
and receiver.
The experiment was made possible by the development of a terminal unit made by Vicom Manufac-

pected that a disabled child will be
"attending" school-even respond-

ing to the teacher-via a two-way
cable system in Overland Park

(Kansas City), Kansas. The experiment is being conducted by TeleCable Corp., a CATV operator in
that city.
The initial experiment involves
five students at their homes, and a
teacher in the classroom. Each stu-

dent will be able to see and hear
the teacher, who will similarly be
able to see and hear her bedridden
pupils.

Each disabled child will be able

to "raise her hand" in the classroom by punching a button on a
home terminal. The teacher then

answers by punching a similar but-

turing of Dexter, Mich. Since a
single teacher can handle many

children by remote control, the system in effect creates an electronic
classroom of disabled and bedrid-

den children. It makes for greater
efficiency, as one teacher can work

simultaneously with many home confined children.
On the same day (June 23) that
the child gets her two-way TV les-

son, an Overland Park housewife
will demonstrate shopping from her

home through two-way CATV,
with the cooperation of a Sears
Roebuck store in Overland Park.

Sears will put on live presentations,

and the housewife will be able to

Rich Brady of WTLC(FM) Indianapolis interviews driver
Dan Gurney at Indy 500 time trials. Possibly first black
radio personality to cover Speedway action, Brady made

half-hourly reports during May, increasing interest in
500 -mile classic by black community. Tangible result:
complete sponsorship of coverage by a malt liquor firm.
6

make choices on the spot, by
punching her terminal. A highspeed printer at Sears will give
instantaneous printout of the
housewife's name, address, and her
order, through prearranged codes.
Other experiments will include

a fire and burglar alarm network
and an opinion survey.
Roadside Radio?
Since

most

automobiles are

equipped with AM receivers, the
Los Angeles Department of Airports wants to use a low -power
transmitter to advise motorists of
parking space, aircraft arrivals,
and similar information at the L.A.

International Airport. The FCC
has granted permission for a 30day test involving a 10 -watt AM
transmitter operating on 550 kHz

along a section of the Century
Blvd. approach to the airport.

(Continued on page 8)

Jim Anderson, DJ at KVCV(AM) Redding, Calif. thanks
listeners for help in buying artificial kidney machines for
patients who can't afford $4000 cost. Since April 1970
over one million Betty Crocker coupons have flooded
KVCV, enabling purchase of six machines. Anderson
headed drive, was aided by many local organizations.
Circle 103 on Reader Service Card -4

BUILD YOUR SIGNAL
ON A SOLID
140 -Series Generators give you the solid foundation needed

to originate sync and subcarrier and to test all, or parts of
the total TV system with highest -quality test signals.

FOUNDATIO N

First, the 140, or the 144, or the 146 Generator produces
EIA sync with exceptional time stability because the sync
circuitry is largely digital. A proportional control oven, which
contains both the quartz crystal and the entire oscillator
circuit, insures error -free operation of the color standard.
Second,

the

147

Generator provides

recognized

all the

Features

in-service and full field test signals, except color bars which

Linearity

control.

For many applications just one generator is required. See
the chart for a summary of performance. Other TV Products
are available from Tektronix, Inc. Ask your Field Engineer
about the 140 Series and Picture and Waveform Monitors,
Vectorscopes, TV Oscilloscopes and TV Accessories.
140 or R140 NTSC SIGNAL GENERATOR
144 or R144 NTSC SIGNAL GENERATOR
146 or R146 NTSC SIGNAL GENERATOR
147 or R147 NTSC SIGNAL GENERATOR

.

.

.

Multiburst
Pulse & Bar
Window

Field Squarewave

Noise Test

Two VITS Composite

0

Flat Field
VITS Origin
VITS Deletion
& Insertion
Program Control
VIRS

Convergence

Video/Convergence
Composite

$2150
$2500
$2500
$2700

U.S.Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon

1.1411.. COPM11.

MT IRK TEST 111/11111 GENERATOR

.444

1

vowER

411!

147

0

Gen -Lock

are produced by the 140 (or 144 or 146). Function gen-

VITS insertion cannot occur in the absence of gen-lock.
VITS are previewed before insertion.
VITS insertion control can be remoted.
Only preselect VITS will be inserted and incoming VITS
will be deleted before that insertion occurs.
Fail-safe operation is assured by relay loop -through

146

EIA Sync

Color Bars

erators and digital timing circuits substantially eliminate
aberrations, instability and the front panel readjustments so
often associated with products of this type. Yet, the 147
has the flexibility to be reprogrammed easily to meet special
test signal needs.
Third, in-service testing with 147 Generator VITS is safe.
Program material is handled very carefully. We realize it
earns the revenue and protect it as follows:

144

140

148 NTSC TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR

TEKTRONI
committed *to

technical excellence

CATV Rule Goes to S.C.
A federal court has said the FCC
local -origination rule exceeds its

authority (BM/E, June, 1971).

The Commission has temporarily
suspended the rule.
The FCC now plans to ask for
Supreme Court review of the deci-

sion. Pending such action, Sec.
74.11 has been suspended, and

PR
your broadcast equipment

against lightning surges

CATV local origination is voluntary, not mandatory. In the wake
of the announcement, Cox Cable
Systems has sharply curtailed its

Excessive voltage surges caused by lightning, transformer arcing and induced transients are everyday occurances that cause heavy

damage to valuable broadcast equipment.
Now through the use of WILKINSON voltage
sensitive Line Surge Protectors you can protect your equipment from line surges that may

exceed even twenty times the normal line
voltage.

A WILKINSON pulse compensated Line Surge

Varister, is placed across a line of its rated

voltage. Should a surge or increase of voltage
occur, the resistance of the varister decreases
at log scale as the voltage increases, thus acting as a momentary load or short circuit to the
surge. WILKINSON Line Surge Protectors draw
little or no current and are capacitor compensated for microsecond surges, thus damping
all line disturbances as well as excessive voltage increase.
A small investment in WILKINSON Line Surge

Protectors is your assurance that your valuable broadcast equipment will not be damaged
due to line surges.
Model SIA-1

110 V. Single phase $150.00

Model SIA-2 220 V. Single phase $250.00

Model SIA-3 220 V. Three phase $350.00
Model SIA-4 440 V. Three phase $450.00
For complete details write to:

Forfeitures
WGET(AM) Gettysburg, Pa. has

been notified of apparent liability
person not having knowledge of the

facts required, and for failure to
make daily antenna base current

tion of hearing order, and fined
$5000 for violation of studio location rules. It was found that

icrxs-Tv had moved its main studio
to Abilene, Tex. without FCC approval . . . Wmc(Am) Durham,

N.C. has been ordered to forfeit
$2000 for operating with daytime
power after local sunset . . .
WAEL(AM) Mayaguez, P.R., has
been fined $700 for failure to make
and record field -intensity measure-

ments at least once each seven
days from Nov. 10 to Dec. 10,
1968, and for failure to make

equipment performance measurements . . . WFMS(FM) Indianapolis, Ind., and WRDN(AM) Durand,
Wisc. have each been ordered to
forfeit $100 for failure to file renewal applications within the specified time.

Other Commission Actions

Armed Forces recruiting an-

nouncements do not entitle complainants to free time to respond
under the Fairness Doctrine, says

FCC. As it has done in several

previous cases, the Commission
ruled that recruiting announcements do not raise a controversial
issue . . . Three Amarillo, Tex., TV
stations have been notified by the
"hypoing" by departing from normal promotional practices while

1937 MacDADE BLVD. WOODLYN, PA. 19094
TELEPHONE (215)

87M547451.3.L.
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Lenz, Jr., advertising director, and

James A. Lippke, editor. Broadband Information Services Inc., the
name of the new company, will be

located at 200 Madison Avenue,

company will be in helping the

FCC that they have engaged in

ELECTRONICS, INC.

a new company headed up by
former employees, Charles C.

they will continue as before.

. . . KTxs-ry Sweetwater,
Tex. has been denied reconsidera-

PREC1ORS

Mactier Publishing Corporation by

New York 10016, (2 1 2) 685-

tions and TelePrompTer report

readings

AC UNE SURGE

BM/E Sold to Employees
BM/E has been purchased from

cablecasting. Cypress Communica-

for $1000 forfeiture for entries
made in the operating log by a

with WRIONSON

US assure compliance with Commission policies.

audience surveys were being conducted in 1970. All three stations
were requested by the Commission
to submit statements indicating
procedures which they will follow

5320.
The immediate thrust of the new

broadcast equipment industry recover from a rather weak preceding 18 months. Special editorial
calling attention to cost-effective
purchases that will save operating
dollars is planned for fall issues.
The August issue will concentrate
on remote control (unmanned) of
television transmitters. September

will explore automation in the

broadcast industry. The expansion

of CM/ E, supplement for cable
system operators, is also planned.

IN BRIEF .
UPI / IC NI joint project automates

UPI Audio news network. IGM
hardware will soon be used by subscribers to network, alerting them
to news feeds when UPI transmits
audio tones on line. Signals include

join, cutaway, pre-emption, clock
correction.

FM/ AM auto radios owned by
25% of Chicago market popula-

tion, according to survey by

WFMF(FM), that city. Station
placed newspaper ads asking responses to questionnaire. Survey
also indicates that 95.5% own FM

radios of any kind, while 61.5%
own stereo FM receivers.

New TvB report lists dollar investments in television by local retail-

ers. Report supplements annual
reports on network and spot television. Top five local categories,
with annual spending: leisure time
stores, services ($90 M); business,
financial services ($63 M); department, discount, variety stores ($63

M); drug, food stores ($36 M);
auto, truck dealers ($31 M). Top
category for spot TV was food and

food products, while top network
category was toiletries and toilet
goods.

Ampex has received $1.2 M order

to supply and install complete
equipment at new KMVE(TV),
Sacramento, debuting spring '72.
July, 1971 -BM/E

TFT's 3rd generation
UHF and VHF TV monitors, optimized
for remote operations

TFT 702: Aural modulation only

TFT 701: Frequency and aural modulation

No matter which instrument you choose, you get
superior off -the -air monitoring without adding an

with an Automatic Logging Adapter and Digital

RF amplifier. This substantially reduces interfer-

710).

ence problems caused by the intermodulation products of undesirable signals.

quency and Over -modulation Alarms, an SCA

But, that's just one of several good reasons for
specifying TFT instruments.

Demodulator and a Tracking Audio Oscillator/Distortion Analyzer (Model 712). The 712 can be used
either with the monitor or as an independent instru-

The 701, for example, uses frequency synthesis
in its design. This means that you calibrate the internal frequency standard less often: only every 6
months for UHF and only every 18 months for VHF.
Or you can use an external rubidium standard.

In addition, both the 701 and the 702 have two
digitally - settable peak flashers which measure and
display plus and minus peaks simultaneously, and

a built-in aural modulation calibrator. They also
provide outputs for a remote meter and peak flasher
panel. (TFT Model 704)

What's more, you can choose from a complete
range of accessories, for even more versatility and
convenience. For example, the 701 can be furnished

Clock (Model 705), and a WWVB receiver (Model

Other options and accessories include Off -fre-

ment.

Both the 701 and the 702 are FCC Type Approved (Nos. 3-187 and 3-189 respectively). Although this Type Approval applies
only to instruments directly connected to a
transmitter, it's the only approval you need to
use the TFT monitors in remote control oper-

ations. There are no further modifications
required.

For complete specifications about TFT's 3rd gen-

eration TV monitors, and/or a demonstration, call
or write:

AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY, INC.
L
ITITITIME
2950 SCOTT BLVD., SANTA CLARA, CA 95050

(408) 246-6365
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AUDIO FILE:
FOR BETTER IDEAS
FROM AUDIO ENGINEERS

HIGH ENERGY

High Energy is more than a mere step
forward. A giant leap ahead in magnetic
technology, it brings you helical video
tape that will actually make possible
dramatic future developments.
With a totally new oxide formulation,

"Scotch" Brand "HE" delivers greatly
increased signal-to-noise for new
brilliance in color definition, new contrast
and clarity in black and white. Plus
third generation duplicates equal to or
better than today's best masters.
Yet "HE" achieves this new peak of
performance with full advantage of other
3M improvements. No increase in
abrasivity or head wear. Compatible with
your present equipment, it requires
only minimum optimization to realize
full potential. It's ready for you now
for special applications and
critical mastering.
But a word of honest advice. For most
applications, "Scotch" Guardsman
Series helical tapes still offer you the
best performance value. Plus the
only use -proven back treatment for
longlife protection against
contaminants, against static buildup,
against handling damage.
Get all the facts about "Scotch" video
tapes for today - and tomorrow.
Contact your "Scotch" Brand supplier
or write Market Services,
Magnetic Products Division,
3M Center, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.
...SCOTCH"

A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ,M Co.

magnetic Products Division

3113
COMPANY

Console -to-transmitter comments
In the first Audio File (April, 1971) we ran the
observations of Eric Small, then Chief Engineer
at wNCN(FM) New York City* concerning the
best way of getting your audio from the console
to the transmitter. At least one reader has taken
exception to Small's advice. Oliver Berliner, presi-

dent of SounDesign Engineers, Beverly Hills,
Calif., has been well-known for some years in
the audio fraternity.
His first comment is that the 3 -dB pad placed

in the output of a broadcast audio console is
not for isolation but to maintain a more constant source impedance when feeding a telco
line. After the pad, the level should be +8 VU
because of the losses normally encountered in a
long line.
He also says that virtually no recording studio
type consoles are used by radio stations, as such

consoles are too sophisticated and elaborate for
broadcasters' needs. He says that most stations
use regular broadcast consoles.
Berliner continues, claiming that Small failed
to qualify his remarks relative to the necessity of
having all portions of the studio's program lines
at the + 8 VU level. Says Berliner: This applies
only in cases where the transmitter is remote

from the studio. Furthermore, even in such instances there is little need for maintaining more

than +4 VU at all points in the studio, since
patching out a piece of equipment that raises the
level from + 4 to + 8 VU seldom happens. Even
when it does, the maintenance man knows that
he's doing it, and what the results will be.
Finally, says Berliner, running program levels

at + 4 VU, even throughout very elaborate installations, is more than adequate. It means we
can demand less gain from our equipment, and
consequently get less noise pickup from the sensitive low-level stages. What do you think?
*Now Chief Engineer, WOR-FM, New York City.

Consumer or professional?
Every year the distinction between hi-fi and
professional audio gear becomes more blurred.
Zenith recently introduced what is called a Circle
of SoundTM speaker in an effort to provide omni-

directional sound coverage. The woofer faces
down, radiating from an opening several inches

above the floor. The tweeter faces upward, radiat-

ing into a cone dispersal unit that spreads the

directional high frequencies around 360°.
The point is that some of your listeners are
using hi-fi equipment of this caliber. The quality
of what they hear approaches the level of what
you're putting out at the studio. If you program
for these listeners, and give them a clean signal,
you certainly aren't going to offend the portable
transistor -radio crowd or the auto FM listener.
In fact, home hi-fi gear like the Zenith
speaker often serves nicely for studio, lounge or

house monitoring at the station. The decor can
even add a nice touch to a lounge or lobby.
July, 1971-BM/E
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Some of our substitutes
for those big, fat incandescents.

Some of our substitutes
for our substitutes.

Those big, fat incandescents blessed

scene. These took full advantage of the

the world with a lot of big, fat fixtures and
sockets.

inherent small size of Sylvania tungsten halogen lamps.
(Which, by the way, outlast the fat incandescents about 3 -to -1, don't blacken

So after we came up with our skinny,
little tungsten -halogen lamps, the first
thing we had to do was set them up on
big, fat bases so that they'd fit the old
sockets.

Which meant developing a complete

line of Substitution Lamps. (You see
some of them at the left.)

But soon new fixtures arrived on the

our new lamps for our Substitutes.
Which is OK with us.
Because both of these lines are so much

better than the old lamps, that no matter
which our customers use, we feel we've

and lose brightness with age, and don't

done them a world of good.

fall off in color temperature. )

And there's just no substitute for that.
We have a brochure on each line. For
your copies, write to: Sylvania Lighting
Center, Danvers, Massachusetts 01923.

For the new fixtures, we developed a
complete new Standard Line of tungsten halogen lamps, like the ones on the right.
Whenever studios replace their old fix-

tures with new ones, they can substitute

CM SYLVAN IA

Care and Treatment of
Ailing Directional
Antenna Systems
By John H. Battison

Careless log keeping, "lost" monitoring
points, cold weather and weeds, can
get you an FCC citation for improper D.A.
operation. How to avoid these pitfalls
and some concrete suggestions
on getting a wandering system into
licensed parameters are covered.
WITHIN RECENT YEARS the FCC has shown an

ever-growing amount of interest in directional
antenna operations. New stations going on the air
are finding an increased emphasis on the part of

the Commission in obtaining concrete proof of
absolute adherence to the theoretical directional
antenna patterns. Existing stations, when their
licenses come up for renewal, are quite frequently
in for a shock. Examination by the Commission's
renewal branch engineers often discloses that the

operating logs for the composite week indicate
that the directional antenna system has been operating outside its licensed parameters!

Some of the older established stations are
being required to update directional antenna
proofs which may have been made twenty years
ago or more. Many of these have not been re proofed since the original license was issued. In
some cases, the Commission's requirements are
satisfied by an explanation of the discrepancies

on the operating logs. In others, a skeleton or
partial proof is the only thing that will satisfy the
Commission's engineers.
Re -proofing directional arrays that were installed twenty years ago or more turns up problems. Many of the original measuring points along
the radials have been built over, or are rendered
useless by the proximity of buildings or overhead

lines. Many times, too, monitoring points that
have become old and trusted friends over the
Mr. Battison is a consulting engineer with the
firm Carl E. Smith, Consulting Radio Engineers,
Cleveland, Ohio. He authored the BM/E series:
Design & Operation of D. A. Systems, which appeared in 1966.
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years, are found to be at the very least misleading

-if not downright untruthful. You will find
monitoring points that are still within the license

limits even though the surrounding area has
changed. Yet when the radial is run and analyzed,
the inverse fields are higher than the MEOV!

In a situation like this, the only solution is
to select new monitor points. If this is done, it
will probably also entail making a series of new
nondirectional measurements, utilizing the new
measuring points along the radials, plus, of course,
running a skeleton proof.
One can encounter some rather unusual problems when making a partial proof or re -proof of

an older station. The number of towers used in
one of the patterns may have changed since the
original proof. A case like this may call for two
different sets of radials-one for each pattern.
As a case in point, one of our client stations,
which originally had a five tower in -line array
for a DA -2 configuration, added a sixth tower

to be used in the daytime pattern only. The
reworked configuration used tower No. 6 and
tower Nos. 1 and 2 of the original array which
then formed the daytime antenna system.
The original proof -of -performance radials

were drawn from the center, No. 3 tower, and
were thus good for day and night measurement
purposes. When the daytime array was modified,
new radials were required from the center of the
daytime array.
The nighttime pattern was still referenced to
the No. 3 tower, and because of the spacing be-

tween this tower and the new No. 6, it was
necessary to maintain two separate sets of radials,
one each for the day -night patterns as shown in
Fig 1.

The array was adjusted so that all the nighttime monitor points were within the license specifications, and the radials were run. Practically all
of the points on the original radial were found to

be useless because of the intrusion of overhead
lines, and new construction, which in some cases
completely obliterated the old points.
It was necessary to pick new regular and al July, 1971-BM/E

ternate monitor points, and also to select new
points along the radials to complete the proof -of performance. Even though not required to do so
by the FCC, the licensee could probably have
saved money by having the chief engineer make
a skeleton proof from time to time. Deteriorating

radial conditions would have been detected and
alternate monitoring points selected.
Log keeping-keep alert

Some of the problems experienced by the
broadcasters in connection with his antenna sys-

tem are simply the results of inadequate and
careless log keeping on the part of his operators.
The Commission will usually accept phase monitor readings within 4° and plus or minus 5 percent

of the current ratios as specified in the license
except, of course, for those unfortunate licensees

who have tolerances of plus or minus 1° and
plus or minus 1 percent.

Careless logging, which represents phase

angles to be consistently outside the 4° tolerance,

and/or base current ratios that are consistently
outside the tolerances allowed by the license,
and for which no corrective action appears to
have been taken (according to the log or the maintenance entries) almost always result in a requirement for a skeleton proof -of -performance. A num-

ber of these cases have come to our attention
recently in which DA adjustment and/or partial
proofs were required. In some cases it was quite
apparent that had proper attention been paid to
log keeping during the preceding years, a costly
(and license -renewal delaying) proof -of -perform-

ance would not have been required.

In fact, much of the consulting engineer's
work is frequently due to carelessness, and inattention to detail on the part of log keepers, and
the people whose job it is to insure that proper

log entries are made. On the other hand, such

items as widely varying phase and current ratios
on a particular tower are usually indicative of
changes in either the power supplied to the tower,
or the phase monitor system.
If variations are indicated for a specific tower
and the parameters for the other towers in the
array are normal, an immediate inspection should

be made of all the elements in the transmission
line system. Starting at the phasor, all connections
should be checked for tightness and, if practical,
the line condition should be checked for intermittent shorts, or open circuits due to faulty
soldered connections, etc. In such case the varying
base current was traced to worn out and dirty
contacts in the pattern -changing relay at the tower
base. When the relay was replaced, the base current returned to normal.
Shortly after, the same tower began to exhibit
random variations on the phase monitor. This

particular trouble was eventually traced to an
intermittent connection in the sampling loop on
the tower. From ground level observation the
loop had appeared sound, and it was not until

a close-up physical check was made that its condition was discovered.
It is quite possible that a careless, inattentive,
and disinterested operator would have been content to go along repeatedly entering normally
expected phase monitor readings. Unless the er-

ratic phase monitor readings occurred precisely
during the time that parameters were being recorded or logged, these variations could have
gone unnoticed.
Monitor points, new and old

When a construction permit for a directional
array is issued, certain monitor points are specified. These values show the maximum radiation
that is permitted at these points. Normally, a
licensee is required to measure and record these
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Illustration of seasonal changes in conductivity. Note the inverse field remains the same,
but the conductivity has increased from 5 mmhos/m
to 7 mmhos/m.
Fig. 2.
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values once every seven days. A monitor point
that is consistently high (in the absence of unusual

circumstances such as extreme cold conditions
which are acknowledged to increase conductivity)

can usually be taken as an indication of misadjustment in the directional antenna system.
This assumes, of course, that nothing has occurred

in the vicinity of the monitor point to account
for the consistently high readings. Great changes
have taken place in local construction and power

line installations in most areas in recent years.
It is, therefore, a very wise precaution to select
alternate monitoring points and obtain the Commission's approval to log and use these in addition
to the regular points to demonstrate that the array
is properly adjusted.
The use of alternate monitor points also serves

a double purpose. Local conditions can cause a

change in a regular monitoring point reading
that might indicate excessive radiation. But if
the alternate monitoring point does not also indicate excessive radiation, the increase may be
due to a purely local condition. Knowledge of this
fact may prevent an inexperienced operator from

attempting to readjust an array that is already
operating properly!
Any discussion of monitoring points brings up

a topic which has become of increasing concern
to engineers who are required to maintain directional antenna systems-cold weather. It has finally been accepted in engineering circles that cold

weather produces an increase in ground conductivity in many parts of the country. Thus, a monitor point which has been running happily within
1 mv/m of its limit throughout the spring, summer
and early fall, may begin to run perhaps 1 to 10
my over its limit with the onset of winter conditions, when the ground freezes.
Inspection of the station's operating logs may
lead to a citation, and perhaps a monetary forfeiture, if monitor points consistently run above

their limits and no efforts have been made to
account for this phenomenon.
One precaution which can be taken to prevent
problems of this nature requires the making of a
series of measurements along the radial, or radials,
involved-if possible, at the same points at which
the original proof -of -performance measurements
were made.
The new figures should be plotted on log -log
paper and reanalyzed. Frequently, it will be found

that a new, higher, conductivity curve will fit
these new figures, and that the inverse field measured at one mile remains within the MEOV. This
is an indication that the radiated power is within
the licensed parameters, and that the increase at
the monitoring point is due to an increase in conductivity. See Fig. 2.

If the foregoing is the case, the correct step
is to record all the information and file an application requesting a modification of license to
specify a higher monitor point value during winter months. If interference considerations permit,
a relaxation of the MEOV and a permanent in16

crease in monitor point limits may also be requested.
Try phasor rocking-with caution

A technique that is employed to return a
wandering directional antenna system to its licensed parameters is "phasor rocking." This is
not a project to be undertaken lightly, and without making the proper preparations. It must also
be done carefully if it is to be useful-this means
it is time consuming. Carried to its ultimate conclusion, it involves the stationing of personnel
equipped with field measuring sets and mobile
radio equipment at each of the points to be monitored. After each change is made in a phasor
setting, the fields measured at the monitor points
are reported by radio to the engineer performing
the adjustment. These values are then recorded
in the appropriate columns against the specific
adjustment. Fig. 3 shows a typical format for a
phasor rocking operation. The top line should
contain the licensed parameters for all the towers
and the phenomena being measured.
The next line should contain the actual currently employed phasor and common point settings. This is very necessary, so that in the event

that the array becomes unstable or goes out of
control, it will be possible to return to the original
operating conditions.
It is, of course, necessary to request an author-

ization from the Commission to operate with
parameters at variance from the licensed values for

a period of time to cover the proposed tests.
Until the Commission has authorized this operation, it is essential that no departures from the
licensed parameters are made!
If an operating bridge is available, it should
be connected at the common point to ensure that
abnormal departures from the licensed common
point impedance, and hence current, do not occur.
Normally, small variations in the common point

impedance will be noted, and can be recorded
as the phasor controls are rocked. But unless
any very wide variations are noticed, which would
indicate a very bad misadjustment of the phasor,
these readings are not too important at this time.
Of course, if a new set of phasor control settings

is obtained, it will be necessary to measure and
correct the common point impedance as required.
A good way to proceed with the phasor control rocking is to vary the controls systematically
in turn, commencing with the magnitude control
for tower 1 and advancing it about three-quarters
of a turn clockwise. All phase monitor readings
are then recorded with the reported reports of

monitor point readings. The actual change in
phasor settings will depend on individual preference and condition. The No. 1 tower magnitude
control is then retarded one -and -one-half turns
counterclockwise from its last setting, so that it
is actually three-quarters of a turn counterclockwise from the original setting. Again, all phase
monitor point readings are recorded. This magnitude control is now returned to its original

setting and all readings should be the same as
July, 1971-BM/E
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they were prior to the first movement of this
control.

Next, the phase control of No. 1 tower is
moved in a similar manner, as are all the other

controls in turn. When the exercise has been
completed, the tabulation will look like Fig. 3.

Analysis of these results should show that
specific adjustments to certain towers will cause
changes in the desired direction in monitor point
readings and phase monitor readings. It is usually
possible to determine from this tabulation which

way the phasor controls should be moved to
obtain the desired results. I must emphasize,

however, that it is absolutely essential to record
the phasor settings before any knob is turned, and
to keep an accurate and concise record of every

adjustment made. If you don't do this, you are
liable to end up with an array that is completely
out of adjustment!
DA-NDA switching made easy

Many of the directional stations that have
been constructed in recent years embody control

circuitry that make it possible, in the case of a
DA -N station, to switch from nondirectional to
directional operation and vice versa by pushing a

button. In the case of DA -2 stations, although
more complicated, it is frequently possible to
switch from each pattern to a nondirectional and
back again by means of push buttons. If any of
you are contemplating the construction of a new
antenna system, or an updating or modification of
an existing one, I would strongly recommend that

you include this facility. It doesn't cost a great
deal of money and the convenience that it provides is priceless. As a matter of fact, there have
been strong suggestions that the Commission will,
July,
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before too long, require that this facility be embodied in all directional antenna systems. I firmly
believe, not only from an engineer's viewpoint, but
also from the point of view of management (whose
interest lies in preserving continuity of signal

pattern during DA measurements), that it is a
very worthwile addition to any antenna system.

The DA-NDA system that I have described
above speeds up every kind of measurement operation. It is possible to go to any measuring point
once only, and to read any antenna pattern value
at that point in the course of two or three minutes.
These readings are made under identical weather

and field strength meter orientation and adjustment conditions.

I might add, in connection with NDA readings, that when questionable readings are noted
at a monitor point, or when trouble in a DA operation is suspected, nondirectional readings taken
at the monitor point and ratioed to the directional

readings give a very good indication of an antenna's performance and condition.
An item that is frequently overlooked, because

its operation is normally trouble -free and consistent, is the phase monitor system. We are not
going to talk about the instrument itself, but we
will talk about the connections between the instrument and the antenna system. If you have
inherited a directional antenna system whose installation details are not very familiar to you, you
would be well advised to become familiar with

every detail of the installation, not forgetting
where the excess sampling lines are stored.

As we are all aware, it is necessary that all
sampling lines have the same electrical length.
This means that the line length is controlled by
17
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Fig. 4. Illustration of laying out a transverse radial
when trying to locate null and lobe positions.

the distance to the furthest tower. The towers that
are closer to the location of the phase monitor will
have lines of the same length, but the excess line
will have to be stored somewhere. It is an axiom
of the FCC, and good engineering practice, that

all excess line lengths be stored in such a way
that equal lengths of all of the lines are subjected
to the same climatic and temperature conditions.
If this is not the case, the expansion or contraction

of unequal lengths of line will cause a plus or
minus change in the phases indicated on the phase

monitor. If you experience changes of this type
under extremes of weather condition, be prepared
to check the location of the excess phase monitor
sampling line.
Run transverse radials to spot nulls or lobes

Sometimes in the adjustment of a directional
antenna, an unwanted null or an unwanted lobe
may appear. It frequently happens when the moni-

tor points have failed to show that the antenna
is not correctly adjusted, i.e., the monitor points
are within the FCC limits. But when a skeleton
proof or radials are run, it is sometimes found that

the inverse fields along these radials are higher
than one would expect from the monitor point
values. Or, of course, the points could be a great
deal lower than the licensed monitor point values,
and this again would be a cause for suspicion.
If an unwanted lobe or null is suspected, running a transverse, or cross radial, will frequently

show up the unwanted effect. The technique of
making a transverse radial is a little different from

running a regular radial.
In the case of a transverse radial, it is a good
idea to select an arc, or radius of a suitable value,

perhaps two miles, and draw this arc with a
radius covering the whole of the area under suspicion, Fig. 4. Good measuring points were picked

at intervals of about 1/10th of a mile, or less.
18
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along this arc and a series of measurements made.

When these measurements were plotted on
linear paper with the azimuth plotted in degrees
along the abcissa, and the field strength in milli-

volts along the ordinate, the pattern shown in
Fig. 5 was produced. The licensed pattern called
for a null at 277°. To our surprise, we found the
null to be at 287°!
The transverse radial could, of course, be run
as a straight line in any desired direction. Then

the distance from the antenna would vary for
each point, and a third variable would be introduced into the problems. Use of a transverse
radial is not very common in normal directional
antenna work, nor is it required or even desired
by the FCC. However, it is a tool that can be
very useful at times.
In concluding these notes on directional antenna problems, I might re-emphasize that many
of the problems that station engineers encounter
can be prevented by proper maintenance. It seems

to be an obvious thing, but you would be surprised at the number of times we encounter DA
problems which are directly traceable to what I
like to call "agricultural laziness!"

The antenna field should be kept clear of all
brush type vegetation, and grass and weeds should
be kept cut to a low level. Within the area around

the tower base screens, the crushed rock-and
only crushed rock should be used there-must be
kept clear of weeds and vegetation. Weed killer
applied here at regular intervals is very useful.
One of the surest ways of encouraging varying
DA meter readings is to allow high brush growth
in this area.
One station that we inspected had a wild grape

vine securely wrapped around the RF lead from
the tuning house to the antenna base. Luckily we
found it before the "Grapes of Wrath" of the FCC
descended on the station.
BM/E
July, 197l-BM/E

The RCA Vistacon is a direct replacement for
the lead -oxide target camera tube you may
now be using. It has direct interchangeability,
with exactly the same physical dimensions,
the same performance characteristics.
TUBE FOR TUBE REPLACEMENT
RCA

Now There's a
Difference
RCA VISTACON

4592/R, 4592/G
4592/B, 4592/L
4591/R, 4591/G
4591/B, 4591/L

REPLACE
XQ1020R, XQ1020G,
XQ1020B, XQ1020L
55875R, 55875G
55875B, 55875L

And equally important, it's fully compatible
with any mix of tubes. For example, you can
put a Vistacon 4592/G in a camera with
XQ1020L, R and B tubes.
The difference? Vistacon is made by RCA and

serviced by RCA. That means a top quality
tube backed by the same RCA Field Engineers you have come to depend upon for consultation or help whenever you want them.

Next time you need a replacement, try an
RCA Vistacon. Then maybe you won't think
about interchangeability any more - you'll go
RCA all the way.
For complete specifications and delivery information, call your RCA distributor.
Harrison,
Electronic Components,
RCA
I

I

N.J. 07029.

RCA
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Remote Control of TV
Broadcast Transmitters
Including RF Switching
by S. M. King

Now that the FCC has ruled that
VHF stations can employ remote control,
broadcasters all over the country are
studying how they can benefit.
Author King says all operations should
be controllable remotely to gain
the maximum advantage from the ruling.
This means remote switching
of RF power.

switch being controlled to avoid human error. A
typical panel is shown in Fig. 2.
Between the RF switches and the switching
control panel, there is a certain amount of logic

circuitry. This circuitry can allow certain preselected operating modes to be set up by activating

a single command switch, rather than operating
each switch individually. It can also make it impossible to set up "prohibited" configurations.
Computer control is possible

MOST MODERN TRANSMITTERS ARE DESIGNED to

permit remote control and monitoring. However,
such is not the case with presently used transmis-

sion line systems which conduct the RF power
from the outputs of the transmitter amplifiers to
the antenna. In these systems, switching to bypass
the diplexer, to connect a transmitter to a dummy
load, or to put a standby transmitter "on-line" is
done manually at the patch panels. This manual
tearing down of one RF path and building up of

another has typically meant leaving the air for
anywhere from ten minutes to two hours, and is in
no way remotely controllable.

Remote switching of high RF power can be
reliably accomplished by means of motorized
coaxial transfer and SPDT switches and switching
control panels. Such switches are commercially
available today in all currently used coaxial line
sizes, although some configurations are more
adaptable to transmission line layouts commonly
found in broadcast stations than others. Any coax
switch to be considered for use in broadcast stations must have manual override, electrical interlocks, and certainly should have positive mechanical locking into the operating positions. It should
also cycle fast enough to keep off -air time to no
more than one second. Fig. 1 shows a motorized
coaxial transfer switch specifically designed for
remote operation of broadcast transmitter systems.

Switching control panels should contain all
necessary actuating switches and status lights.
Such panels generally display a schematic of the
switching system. By means of back lighting, the
RF transmission paths in use are indicated to the
operator. Control switches are located at the posi-

20

The RF switching systems as described in this
article are amenable to computer control as well
as operator control. Relatively simple programs
can be written so that a computer can sense abnormal operation at many points in the transmitter
system, diagnose the probable cause, decide on
the proper alternate operating mode, issue appropriate commands to the switching system, and
verify operation of the new mode. The advantages
of computer control are quick -reaction time and
predictable decisions-and the additional cost is
modest.

Most VHF TV broadcast stations have two
transmitters. In some cases one transmitter is simply a backup of the other one. In other cases both

transmitters are used simultaneously with their
outputs combined and than fed to a single antenna. A remotely controlled switching system can
be designed for virtually any station configuration

utilizing motorized coaxial transfer and SPDT
switches and controls.
The simplest case is one in which either one of
two transmitters is connected to the diplexer and

the other, which can be on hot standby, is con-

nected to a dummy load (Case A), chart. By
using one transfer switch, as shown, either trans-

mitter can be switched to the diplexer and the
other to the dummy load.

The condition in which the outputs of two
transmitters are normally combined (Case B) is
somewhat more complex. The power combiner
makes use of a 90°, or quadrature hybrid. This is
a 4 -port device which has the property that, when
a signal is applied to any port, it is divided equally

tion in the schematic occupied by the coaxial

between the two opposite ports, but 90° out of
phase, while the adjacent port is isolated. Now

Mr. King is marketing manager of Micro Communications Inc., Manchester, New Hampshire.

when two equal signals with a phase offset of 90°
are applied to two adjacent ports, they appear at
July, 1971-BM/E

Case A: Switching alternate transmitters on line
Operating Mode

Switch Position

T, to Load; T2 to Antenna
T2 to Load; T1 to Antenna

A

POSITION

POSITION

A

Case B: Transmitter outputs combined or used singly
Operating Mode

Switch Position
S,

S2

S2

A

B

A

A

B

B

B

A

A

B

A

B

T1 and T, into Combiner;
Sy

TO DIPLEXER

combined output to Diplexer
T, and T3 into Combiner;
combined output to Load
Bypass Combiner; T, to Diplexer;
-12 to Load

Bypass Combiner; T, to Load;
T2 to Diplexer

Case C: Combining outputs of any two or three transmitters

TO DIPLEXER

Switch Position

Operating Mode
T, and T, combined; T3 to Load
T2 and 1-3 combined; T to Load
T1 and T3 combined; T2 to Load

S1

S2

A
B
A

A

A
B

The phase quadrature relationship between inputs to
the hybrid combiner must (and can) be preserved.

Note:

Case D: Combining outputs of any two of three transmitters with combined output
fed to diplexer or to load

Operating Mode
TO DIPLEXER

T3 to port 2; T2 to port 1; T, to Load
-1-3 to port 1; T, to port 2; T, to Load
T, to port 1; T3 to port 2; T2 to Load

Switch Position
S,
A

S

S2

B

A
A

A

B

B

B

A

B

A

A

B

(Above same as Fig. 5-Case C)
T, to port 2; -12 to port 1; T3 to Load
T, to port 1; T2 to port 2; 1-3 to Load
T1 to port 2; 1-3 to port 1; T2 to Load
2

The phase quadrature relationship between inputs to
the hybrid combiner must (and can) be preserved.

Note:

Case E: Multiplexed visual and aural signals bypass diplexer

Switch Position

Operating Mode
S

Each exciter to its own P/A;
P/A outputs diplexed to antenna
2. Exciter outputs multiplexed in
tee; multiplexed signal to aural
P/A, to antenna; visual P/A to

S,

S.

S

S4

Sr,

B

A

A

A

B

A

A

B

A

B

A

A

A

B

B

B

A

B

1.

load

Exciter outputs multiplexed in
tee; multiplexed signal to visual
P/A, to antenna; aural P/A to
3.

load

July, 1971-BM/E
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-0V MAIN
ANTENNA
STANDBY

ANTENNA

DIPLEXER
NO.1

D PLEXER
NO.2

Hypothetical TV broadcast
station with remotely controlled
rf switching. Depicts redundant transmitters, diplexers
and antennas.

REDUNDANT TRANSMITTERS
WITH POWER COMBINING

one opposite port 180° out of phase (no signal)

and in phase at the other (full signal). It can be
seen then, that as long as both transmitters are
operating, the sum of their power is available to
the antenna. However, if one transmitter fails,
the power of the remaining transmitter is split in
two and only one -quarter of the original power
goes to the antenna. Therefore, a switching system for two combined transmitters must make
provision to by-pass the combiner and connect
either transmitter to the diplexer, as well as connect either transmitter or the combiner output to a
dummy load.

There are cases where a station has three
transmitters (Case C). The outputs of any two
are combined and then fed to the diplexer, while
the third is maintained on standby to be switched
into the system should either of the active transmitters fail.
In this last case, it is often considered unnecessary to bypass the combiner, since the probability
of two transmitters failing simultaneously is small.
However, if one desires to bypass the combiner,
the switching system would be a combination of
Case C and Case B.

There is an interesting variation of Case C
described above (Case D) which allows one load
to be used both as a dumping load and the transmitter test load. By the addition of a third transfer
switch, not only can any two transmitters be connected to the combiner in proper phase relationship so that the sum of their outputs appears at the

output port, while the third transmitter is connected to a dummy load just as in Case C, but
also, any two transmitters can be connected to the
combiner in reverse order so that the sum of their
outputs appears at the load port of the combiner
with all signals cancelling at the output port. Al-

though the combiner load must now have sufficient capacity to absorb the full power of two
transmitters, rather than one-half the power of one
22

REDUNDANT DIPLEXERS

REDUNDANT ANTENNAS

transmitter, one load is eliminated from the system. And the additional switch would be required,
in any event, to switch the combiner output between the diplexer and a load.
A common method of maintaining signals on
the air, used by UHF stations equipped with single

visual and aural transmitters in the event one
should fail, is to multiplex the exciter signals and
utilize the remaining transmitter amplifier. When
this is done, the diplexer must be bypassed and
the signal fed directly to the antenna. (Case E.)

At the same time, the dead transmitter must be
connected to the dummy load so that repairs can
be made and the transmitter fully tested prior to
returning to the air. A typical diplexer bypassing
scheme is shown.
The situations described in the preceding paragraphs are simply typical examples to indicate the

flexibility of operation which can be achieved
through the use of remotely controlled switching
systems. For simplicity, we have ignored the fact
that there are both visual and aural channels in
television broadcast transmitters. In general, the
visual and the aural channels will require separate
and equivalent switching systems up to the point
of diplexing. Practically any operating mode can
be established by means of an appropriate switching system. Other typical switching functions include:

Switching between main and emergency antennas.

Switching between parallel transmission lines.
Switching between redundant diplexers.
Switching any transmitter off line into dummy
load.

Bypassing diplexer with multiplexed signal fed
directly to antenna.
Switching transmitter outputs from diplexer inputs to separate antenna inputs.
These, and many other operating modes, can
be selected separately or in combination, dependJuly, 1971-BM/E

Fig. 1. Motorized coaxial transfer switch 31/2
in. in diameter manufactured by Micro Cornmunications Inc. Switching time is less than

Fig. 2. Switching control panel with back -lighted schematic
associated with switching system for two transmitters with
combined or independent outputs.

1/2 second.

ing on the switching logic designed into the system.

The elements of the switching systems to

which we have been referring, high power coaxial
switches, logic circuitry, and switching controls,
permit considerable flexibility in the system design.

Fig. 8 is the schematic of a hypothetical station with redundant transmitters, redundant di-

for position indication, blanking, interlocking,
etc.)

Are switch operating positions positively
determined by locking pins?

Does the switching logic circuitry permit
change to alternate operating modes automatically
by a single push-button command? (At least some
mode switching should be done automatically to

plexers and redundant antennas. The coaxial

minimize down -time under emergency condi-

transfer and SPDT switches make it possible for
an operator at a remote switching control panel
to choose many alternative modes of operation.

tions.)
Can the switching system be computer controlled?

Parts or all of this schematic can be used as a

Can other modes be set up by operating

guide when planning a switching system for any
particular station.

each switch individually in sequence?
Will the logic circuitry refuse to accept "forbidden" combinations?

RF switching systems are custom designed, using standard, commercially -available components
with system complexity dictated by the individual
station's requirements and available funding. Also,
an initial switching system can be developed with

the capability of future growth without obsolescence. Further, systems involving both remotely controlled motorized switches to rapidly handle
unexpected situations, and patch panels to establish routine configurations on a scheduled basis,
are feasible.

When planning or evaluating a proposed remotely -controlled RF switching system, there are
a number of questions which should be answered
to ensure a satisfactory level of performance and
reliability. The following are the main questions
to be borne in mind:

Are the switches rapid -acting so that a

transmitter can be blanked, the switching operation completed, and the signal returned to the air
in no more than one second?

Do the switches have a manual override
feature?

Are the switches equipped with the appropriate "micro -switches" to accomodate the switching logic circuitry? (These switches are necessary
July,

1971 --13WE

Does the switch control panel display the
entire RF circuitry in schematic form, and does it
indicate the signal flow path?
Is the position of each switch displayed?
Is each switch control located at its respective switch location in the schematic?

Are switches protected from inadvertent
operation?
Are single -command mode switches clearly
labelled with the operating mode they establish?

Are operating modes indicated at the mode
selection switches, as well as on the circuit schematic?

Is switch position maintained if all power
is temporarily lost?

If future growth is planned, does the

switching system have sufficient capacity to accomodate this expansion?

Are the phase relationships preserved for
combiner operation?
These guidelines to the efficient design of RF
switching systems and selection of equipment for

television broadcast service are a distillation of
many years of experience in planning switching
BM/E
systems for vhf and uhf broadcasters.
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Quadrasonic
,Broadcasting
Is Here
It's hard to keep score but probably as
many as 30 stations have done, or are

Sansui 4-Channel/2-Channel
Encoder/Decoder System
THE SANSUI QS SYSTEM enables encoding of
four information channels into two, then de-

coding or recovering the four original channels. Some background material is helpful to
understand its operation.
The sound image between the L (left) and
R (right) speaker in conventional two -channel
stereo transmission is established by differences or similarities in phase and magnitude
level of the signals in the two channels. The
signal components involved may be classified

doing, some broadcasting of four -channel
stereo. The Electro-Voice 4 -from -2 system is in the lead but purists denounce it.

as being 1) in -phase components, 2) inde-

FOUR CHANNEL STEREO "is where it's at," Richard

the originating instrument or other sound

Kaye, WCRB, Boston, told the 1971 NAFMB
annual convention, and then quipped, "It's being
pushed by manufacturers of VU meters." There
is no doubt about it, four -channel stereo, real or
pseudo, is here. But it's being pushed by innovative broadcasters and not meter manufacturers.
Jon Kelly, Electro-Voice Inc., reported at the
NAFMB convention last March that 24 stations
had done some kind of four -channel broadcasting.
We suspect the number is over 30 by now. Most
stations that are doing regular quadrasonic broadcasts are using the E -V encoder to convert four
channels of information into two. Listeners with
a $60 decoder from E -V (and two more amplifiers
and speakers) can hear full quadrasonic programming.

pendently -phased components and 3) multiple,
random -phased components:
In -phase components will generally occur when

source is midway between locations L and R,
Fig. 1A.

Independently -phased components generally
occur when the location of the source is entirely on the left (or right) only, Fig. 1B.
Multiple random -phased components tend to

be produced by echoes-bounced, indirect
sounds that interact with each other in myriad, complex patterns that cannot be easily
simplified, Fig. 1C. Note that these signals do
not provide useful information on sound location or position. They do contain information

useful for expansion of the sound field and
are important elements in the QS 4 -to -2/2 -to 4 -channel conversion system.
The Sansui QS decoding matrix functions as
follows:

Fi,=L+kR

The E -V approach is in the forefront now
because the system is simple, inexpensive, within
FCC regulations and, most importantly, is available. The experiences of WRNL, Richmond, Va..
and WDHA, Dover, N.J., both using E -V equipment, will be discussed later.
But for every shrill decibel of enthusiasm
being evoked now for quadrasonic broadcasting

as it is being practiced today, there is an equal
magnitude of base grumbling coming from other
quarters-dedicated devotees of four -channel
broadcasting, but true four -channel, not pseudo
four channel as the E -V, Dynaco, Scheiber and
Sansui systems are described by the purists.
There are basically two approaches to quadrasonic broadcasting:
1. a carrier -multiplexing approach,
2. a matrixing approach.

The purists belong to the first group. They
have a vocal "unofficial" leader in the person of
Jim Gabbert, KIOI, San Francisco, an early pioneer in experimental (after hours) true four -channel
broadcasting using the Quadracast Inc. method invented by Lou Dorren. (Gabbert also did some of
the first four -channel broadcasting by simulcasting
with another station.) This "faction" has the

sympathetic ear of Harold Kassens of the FCC,
who dubs the 4 -from -2 approach "pseudo" four
channel. The trouble is, though, that the carrier multiplexing approach will require an FCC rule
24

FR= R+kL
RI, = L-kR
RR= R - kL

where k is a constant (blend factor) < 1. It
must be predetermined and adjusted to the
same value for encoding and decoding.
The block diagram of the QS decoding matrix appears in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 gives the correlation between the signals in the matrix system
and their location and distribution in the listening area. Fig. 4 is the schematic of the matrix

circuit. The cases in which the two channels
are in phase, 180° out of phase, or in which
the signal occurs independently in one channel

but not the other all relate to recognizable

points of location. In addition, randomly
phased components carry information concerning indirect sound or echo. If channel gain control is included in the decoding device, it is

possible to control the distribution of the "environmental" sound included in the two channels to the degree desired. This may be done
to the degree that the introduction of an entirely artificial delay or echo becomes unnecessary.

The encoding matrix, not surprisingly, is es-

sentially a reversal of the decoder already
shown. Encoded L and R channels consist of
the following components:

L=
+ kFR - kRR
R + FR+kFI,+RR+kRi,

July, 1971-BM/E
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the QS matrix circuit.

Again, k is a constant representing the blend
ratio, which must be set to the same value as

are only briefly delayed, the impression on the
human ear is that of pulse-stretching-the ap-

in the decoding matrix. A detailed analysis

parent duration of the sound has been

would show that, after decoding, R1, and RR
signals are 180° out of phase. Rather than to

creased and it sounds notably louder.
Increasing from two channels to four, while
improving the sound distribution somewhat,

reverse real -speaker polarity, a 90° phase -shift

in-

network has been introduced into each of the
rear channels. The R1, channel has been delayed 90° while the R1 channel has been advanced 90°, achieving a total change of 180°
as between the two rear channels.

still does not reasonably approximate the
sound -interference fringe. To achieve this

Role of a phase modulator

entiated signals that simultaneously occur in

If one disregards phase -interference patterns that exist in the presence of live sound
and tries to reproduce the sound through two
speakers, as in conventional two -channel
stereo, the effect falls short of convincingly
simulating the original situation. This is true
for more than one reason, but the limitation of
dynamic range, as an example, is one impor-

the live sound field, Sansui continuously phase
modulates the rear -channel signals relative to

tant one.

configuration in the QS system consists of the
phase -shifter network, a frequency modulator

Apparent dynamic range, particularly with
respect to short -duration sounds, is greatly de-

strictly by increasing the number of channels,
one would have to add a substantially greater
number of channels than would be practical.
To achieve the large number of phase -differ-

the front information. Indiscriminate use of
such phase modulation could easily obscure
the sound image and directional information
encoded in the rear -channel signals. The modulation must therefore be applied in a con-

trolled fashion. The actual phase modulator

and three audio oscillators. Action of the

pendent on reinforcement by indirect sound

phase modulator is tailored to take into ac-

components. (This may be observed by noting
the difference in apparent loudness when the
hands are clapped in an open field or anechoic
chamber as compared to the apparent loud-

count the frequency characteristic of the phase
shifter. A "random" control signal governs the

ness when the hands are clapped with the

output of a subsonic oscillator in combination
with sampled program material. Phase modulator action is thus determined, to a great extent, by signal content.

same force in a reverberant location.) Despite

a high peak amplitude, a transient will not
seem loud. If it can be followed by echoes that

July, 1971-BM/E

action of the phase modulator portion, this
"random" signal itself being made up of the
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change-at least as it is being done by Quadracast, since bandwidth requirements exceed 75kHz

plus a 25kHz guardband for a total of 200kHz.
But the Quadracast approach doesn't sacrifice any

of the high quality of the best of two -channel
stereo.

Separation between left and right speakers
remains 40 to 42 dB over a 50-1500 Hz range
with signal-to-noise ratios of 60 to 62dB per
channel. The mono and two -channel stereo listeners get a mixed -down added signal of all four
channels. Four -channel listeners having Quadra-

cast decoders can get four discrete channels of
information. The 4 -from -2 systems cannot achieve

this separation (which is more on the order of
4 to 11 dB). Incidentally, it is the use of the phrase
"four independent channels of sound" in the E -V
literature that incenses Gabbert.

The Dorren Quadracast approach uses a 76
kHz subcarrier to furnish decoding information.
This produces, with sidebands, a total bandwidth
of 92kHz deviation rather than 75kHz. Although
this is within the guardband protection for FM,
the FCC is concerned that the station in the next
frequency will be hurt. Gabbert thinks not and will
submit data to the FCC shortly to show that broadcasters using subcarriers now use up as much bandwidth. Furthermore, Quadracast reports that the
phase shift systems used by the 4 -from -2 advocates

create problems for automobile reception as field

tests show. Lou Dorren agrees that matrixing
schemes can produce pleasing and enhancing effects but says true discrete four channel does that

plus much more. He points out recordings are
being made on 8 and 16 tracks and, if you mix
down to four rather than two, you can get genuine
rather than synthetic effects.
As Kassens looks at the situation, the FCC can
only regulate system design between the mike and

the transmitter. If matrixing encoders are added
before the input jacks, the signal could be altered
in phase (or even distorted) and it would be outside of the FCC's jurisdiction, providing the out-

come does not interfere with normal mono or
two -channel stereo reception. That is, the FCC
wants to make sure that the mono and stereo
listener gets every bit of information contained in
the original program. It would not like to see the
quality standards set for two -channel stereo compromised. At the NAFMB convention, Kassens
said he was concerned that it is being implied that
the E -V system, or others like it, have FCC ap-

proval. The FCC has approved no system, he
points out.
Matrixing enhances: no real compromise

The proponents of the various matrixing approaches say there is no real point in waiting for
the ultimate in perfection since the key issue is
compatibility. As Morley Kahn of Dynaco, Inc.
points out, the Crossley stereo system was considered superior to what was adopted by the FCC,
but it lacked compatibility and therefore lost out.
All of the matrixing systems proposed so far are
compatible with existing service. Kahn raises sev26

WRNL plays quadrasonic music from 4 -channel
tapes, such as Project 3 releases, on Sony 4 -track

tape deck or from RCA 8 -track cartridges on
Toyo cartridge player. E -V encoder is on bottom of
stack. Rerecorded encoded two -channel tape is
handled on automation equipment.

eral questions, the answers to which support the
matrixing approach. "Do you want to emulate

the concert hall or do you want the band right
there in your living room?" If it's concert hall
ambience that you want, you don't need four
discrete tracks. (And if you place musicians in the

four corners of your living room, you can't also
have ambience, says Kahn.) Kahn also asks, "In
whose interest should we be concerned, the hardware manufacturer or the listener?" His reply is
that the matrixing approach is simpler at half the
cost.

Of course, the matrixing schemes on the scene

so far are not alike and, although there may not
be a compatibility problem in terms of mono or
two -channel stereo listeners being short-changed,
encoding -decoding systems all use slightly different
parameters and this means there is a standardization problem.
For example, the Scheiber scheme of matrixing
provides one-to-one directionality; i.e. if the pro-

gramming is delivering one signal to a specific
speaker, the listener can hear this individual signal
move from one speaker to another as the original
was recorded. Scheiber says his system, therefore,
provides balanced programming material and that
all signals are heard with their original intensity.
Other systems divide the signal up and often rear
channels are way down or lost.

But detractors of the Scheiber system say it
requires use of comparative amplifiers which are
gain sensing. This is an expensive approach and
if the programming material was not designed for
four speakers (i.e., having strong original direction), the artist's position will float from speaker

to speaker. This apparently comes from gains
being expanded and compressed in each pair of
diagonal speakers in proportion to the relative
levels decoded for the two speakers.

The Electro-Voice system is based on Len
Feldman's approach (BM/E, May, 1970). The
decoding takes into consideration the trade-offs
that are possible. Rather than try to get an equal
(Continued on page 28)
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New Memorex Chroma 90
has the highest
signal -to - noise ratio
of any conventional
video tape.
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Chroma 90 averages 2 db less noise than any
competitive broadcast tape. Look at it on a waveform
monitor. Chroma 90 (right) shows a 20% lower
noise level than the leading broadcast tape. You get
cleaner masters, sharper dubs.

balance from each speaker, as does Scheiber, a
technique of reducing the separation of the front
speakers to get more localization of the artist is
used. Also greater back-to-front isolation at the
expense of rear separation was chosen. According
to E -V, the listener can balance for his particular
listening position wherever he is in the room or be
able to walk around the room and hear the signals
as he might expect from the four recording points.
The coefficients were chosen to trade off apparent
isolation with price.

Enhanced Listening Play List

Much regular two channel stereo comes across
greatly and naturally enhanced-sometimes almost as well as true four -channel with most
matrixing schemes. The reason is that some
two -channel stereo has a singer or musical instrument centered equally on both channels.
This information then goes to the front speakers
via the decoder. Any information (like echo or
natural ambience) that is partially out of phase
goes to the rear speakers via the decoder. The
degree of enhancement varies greatly since these
recordings were not designed with four -channel

sound in mind. WDHA-FM has put together a
partial list of some current recordings which are
enhanced quite well with the decoder.
CLASSICAL AND PP CLASSICAL:
Ravel's Tzigane-Moscow Symph. Orch.
(Angel SR40077)
Debussy-Nocturnes/Ravel-Daphnis & Chloe
(DGG-2530038)

The Carmen Ballet -Arthur Fiedler/Boston Pops
(RCA-LSC3129)

Fiedler's Friends/Boston Pops
(RCA-LSC-3199)

Fabulous Broadway -Arthur Fiedler/Boston Pops
(Polydor)
Mantovani in Concert (London PS578)
Mantovani Memories (London)
Piano Rags by Scott Joplin -Joshua Rifkin
(Nonesuch H71248)
LIGHT POP:

An Astromusical Odyssey-Spunds Galactic
(London Phase 4)
Spaced Out -Enoch Light (Project 3)
Tap Root Manuscript -Neil Diamond (UNI)
El Condor Pasa-James Last (Polydor 24-4509)
Elton John (UN173090)
Bridge Over Troubled Waters -Paul Desmond (A&M)
Oktoberfest/Strictly Oompah-Will Glah's Orch.
(London Phase 4-SP441-22/44145)
Whales and Nightingales -Judy Collins
Magical Connection -Gabor Szabo (Blue Thumb)
Panorama -Wes Montgomery (Riverside-RS3046)

All Simon & Garfunkel albums-especially
"Bridge Over Troubled Waters"

The coefficients of the decoding also permit
regular two -channel stereo to be processed with
interesting results. Again, these coefficients localize the center stage artist to the front of the room
and, indeed, if the front speaker channels are

turned down, he will not be heard in the back
speakers. The far outside information of the
original two -channel recording will be heard pre-

dominantly in the back speakers. One can have
the illusion of sitting in the audience and hearing
ambience or applause on all sides, as if he were
in the audience. If one prefers to sit on the performing group, he can balance his rear speaker
levels so the performance information appears
to come from the front, and all other information
from the room. Sansui reports it has sold a number of Quadphonic Synthesizers, QS -1, for the
purpose of achieving surround sound for any stereo

broadcast. The Sansui is not exactly a simple

device-it has

a

seven -position effects switch

and sells for over $200-but quite dramatically
it transforms two -channel stereo into a "live sound

field." Some listeners report the effect is more
pleasing than that achieved by four -channel equipment.

The Sansui synthesizer uses a matrixing circuit
which analyzes and then synthesizes separate direct and indirect sound components to produce
four channels from two.

Direct sound waves are defined as those having identical amplitude and phase. They are extracted from the two sum signals that would come
from two microphones placed in front of a musical
instrument. They emerge from the front speakers.
Remaining indirect sound wave components, those

possessing different amplitude, phase, and frequency characteristics, are released from rear
speakers.

The sound field created when the indirect
sound waves from the rear meet the direct signals
from the front is judged very satisfactory. In fact,
there are no holes or disorientation signals present,
which sometimes happen in discrete four -channel
reproduction.
Sansui has also developed a separate encoding
matrix system to develop 4 -from -2. This system
was imported into the U.S. and is being evaluated
now at WFMT, Chicago. BM/E has learned that
this system is now in production after making some
changes in the matrixing parameters which were
recommended by the station. Thus, Sansui equip-

ment may soon be a real alternative to E -V.
WFMT's evaluation is considered significant since

station has a high reputation for quality

HEAVIER POP:

this

New Ways But Love Stays-Supremes (Motown MS720)
All Things Must Pass -George Harrison (Apple)
Jesus Christ Superstar (Decca)
Sidewalks Talking -Hollins & Star (Ovation)
Emerson, Lake and Palmer (Cotillion SD9040)
John Barleycorn Must Die -Traffic (VA55504)
Rotary Connection (Cadet LPS312)

details as have others which are presumably worried about patent protection. The accompanying
box, Sansui Encoder/ Decoder System, reveals

(BM/E, December, 1970).

Sansui has not been secretive about circuit

All Beatles albums-especially "Sgt. Pepper"

some details.

(Apple & Capitol)
All Moody Blues Albums (London & Threshold & Deram)
Many selections on all Chicago albums (Columbia)

WDHA's experience

All Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young albums-especially
"DeJaVu" (Cotillion)

WHDA, Dover, N.J., made its first four -channel broadcast on February 5th. On March 8th the
(Continued on page 46)
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New Memorex Chroma 90
gives the best
color performance
of any conventional
video tape.

See how Chroma 90 virtually eliminates chroma
noise during programming. Here it's playing back
100% color bars. Try that with anybody else's
tape and see what happens.

Who's In Charge Here?
The Third -Phone Flap
THE LICENSED OPERATOR in
charge of a broadcast transmitter
has been the subject of much controversy throughout broadcasting's

50 years. The latest series of arguments has been raging for over

idea is- to permit a person to operate until he can take the regular
exam and qualify for an endorsed

a year, and an FCC decision in the

third phone.

matter is near. Stated simply, the
question is: Should third -phone

NAB petition

operators be permitted to run a

radio station-regardless of
power, directional antenna, etc?
Background

Originally a first -phone operator

had to be on duty at all broadcast

stations. In 1953, the FCC authorized RP's (Restricted Radiotelephone Permits) for routine op-

eration of non -directional AM
stations of 10 kW or less, and of
the same time, the Commission per FM stations of the same power. At
mitted remote control of these sta-

tions. The rules then provided that
at least one first -phone man be in
full-time employ at such a station.
By 1963, it was common knowledge that holders of RP's, who are

In March 1970, the NAB filed

time, the FM power ceiling was

credited radio school at consider-

The gist of the argument by
NAB et al is to permit all AM stations, both directional and non -di-

rectional, and FM stations with
powers of 50 kW or less, to use
endorsed third -phone operators.
Directional AM's would be required to have one first -phone man

employed fulltime; other stations

opening new jobs for them. It is

of home study, study at an acable cost in time and money, or
taking a "quickie" course costing
$500-$1000. The proposed rules,
says NAB, would open up numerous opportunities to minority group

members not having the time,
money, or innate technical aptitude
to become first -phone operators.
The Association on Broadcast-

ing Standards Inc. supported the

NAB petition, and stated that

First -phone men are hard to

proper operation of a directional

find, because defense and space

phone man in full-time employ,

electronics pay more.

Modern sophisticated transmitters are so stable they don't require
first -phone nursemaids; meter read-

ing can be done by third -phone
operators.

Most first -phone men do little
more than meter reading anyway,
and the first -phone exam doesn't
cover directional operation at any
length.

plained of the difficulty their em-

tine operation.

the FCC introduced the Provisional
Radio Certificate, which is issued
before examination and carries the

will

made by individual broadcasters.

increased from 10 kW to 25 kW for
third -phone operation.
During the 1960's many stations
(chiefly in small markets) com-

ployees had in getting even the
endorsed third phone. In 1968,

Relaxed operator rules

stated that the first -phone exam is
very difficult, but that most persons
can pass the third -phone exam
easily. It is claimed that the firstphone exam requires either months

reasons:

the Commission ruled. At that

first -phone operator.

eration by endorsed third -phone
operators at substantially all radio
stations. A similar petition was
filed in May 1970 by the Oregon
Association of Broadcasters, and
other similar requests have been

weren't doing too well as transmit-

broadcasting, and substituting the
familiar third phone with broadcast
endorsement as a requisite for routine operation at the types of stations mentioned earlier. In lieu
of having a first -phone man in
permanent employ, a station could
hire a part-time or contract chief,

monitoring, should remove the
need for constant attention by a
benefit minority -group members by

could have contract chiefs. The
rule change is urged for several

the rules, banning the RP for

showing that a directional array is
stable before granting remote -control permission, and some 420 stations have demonstrated this stability. This, along with the increased
accuracy and efficiency of phase

a petition with the FCC, asking for
a rule change to permit routine op-

not required to pass any exam,
ter operators. The FCC amended

30

authority of an endorsed third
phone. It is good for only one
year and may not be renewed. The

Most stations usually rely on an
experienced, qualified chief engineer for anything other than rou-

High -power FM, and high power non -directional AM stations

are no more complex than their
low -power counterparts.

The FCC already requires a

AM can be secured with one first who has the duty of examining and

countersigning the operating log
each day. Some 20 AM and FM
stations supported the proposal, as
did the Alabama and Georgia Associations of Broadcasters, and
various U.S. senators and congressmen. Their reasons were similar to
the above, with the addition of the

argument that many first -phone

men are 90 -day wonders from
"quickie" schools who have very

limited technical expertise, and
who are hardly more qualified than

endorsed third -phone men. Other

arguments: Under present rules,
stations must hire the licensee, instead of the (experienced) man. It
(Continued on page 32)
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New Memorex Chroma 90
has the highest
RF output of
any conventional
video tape.
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Record Currert
For a given amount of head current, see how much
more energy you get from Chrorra 90 than frcm other
tapes. Yet it's perfectly compatible with systems
set up for conventional tapes.

would be better to pay less to
(third -phone) operators, and more
to a really qualified (first -phone)
chief.
Opposition to NAB

In May 1970 Elkins Institute of
Dallas, a long-established radio

school, filed with the FCC a statement opposing the NAB petition.
The National Association of Broad-

cast Employees and Technicians
(NABET) also filed a statement
opposing the NAB request.
Elkins' principal argument is
that NAB is more concerned with
the economic prosperity welfare of

stations than with maintaining a
public trust. The chief points:

Lesser -grade (third phone) license holders are doing a poor job
of operating stations. According to

FCC Annual Reports, the discrepancies per inspection of AM
and FM stations rose from 35%
in 1953 to 100% in 1968, a situation described as "technical erosion."

There is no shortage of firstphone license holders; more than
96,000 were licensed as of 1969.

Radio stations have trouble attracting first -phone men because
salaries are too low.

It is true that some first -phone
men are not fully qualified, a situation found in any line of business.

Qualification is obtained through
formal training (at an established
school) plus intensive experience
and in-house training, whose importance NAB has recognized in
its broadcast manuals. At any rate,
a first -phone man is still more
qualified than an endorsed thirdphone holder. Even meter reading
requires both accurate reading and
evaluation by a person sufficiently
qualified to use the information
and detect trouble before it occurs.

The NAB is inconsistent in
arguing that the first -phone exam
is very difficult, but, on the other
hand, doesn't guarantee competency. A similar inconsistency: The
third -phone test guarantees familiarity with broadcast equipment

and procedures, and at the same
time it's easy for anyone to pass.
It may be theoretically true that
modern broadcast equipment is
very stable and doesn't require constant attention. However many radio stations use old, outmoded
32

equipment which doesn't perform
properly.

The NAB has taken the wrong
approach to the minority employment problem. Rather than downgrade a job so more persons can
hold it, the skills of the potential
employees would be up -graded so
they can be eligible for jobs. The
NAB would render a disservice by

lowering standards so a barely qualified minority -group member
can get a job in which there is no
possibility of advancement.
The Elkins' petition was accompanied by a number of supporting
letters, including one from Bernard
Wise, president of CCA Electronics, who urged the importance of

having a number of people at a
station who can communicate with
the transmitter supplier in the event
of trouble. The importance of being able to detect subtle deviations
in performance, so as to anticipate
trouble, was emphasized. Another
supporting letter was from B. Whit-

field Griffith, Jr., an authority on
high -power broadcast systems. He
felt that endorsed third -phone op-

erators could not be relied on to
competently operate the many
complex directional arrays now in
operation.
NABET, as well as various individual first -phone holders, advanced many of the Elkins' arguments. In particular, NABET asked
how minority -group members will
be persuaded to qualify for broadcast employment if they know they

will be entering essentially a declining market, which the industry

hopes ultimately to phase out of
existence.

The present operator at a station
using modern equipment is more of

a monitor than a repairman; operators seldom do more than notify

the chief or consultant when repairs or adjustments must be made
at a directional station.

Directions vary, from simple
two -tower versions to complex
multi -tower arrays; so does stability. Thus no blanket statement can
cover all directions. It is noted that

a directional must be maintained
within specified limits or it will
cause interference to other stations.

The Commission has therefore
always considered it unfeasible to

permit lesser -grade operators to
operate directionals. However, it
may be possible that certain direc-

tional stations, upon showing of
stability and reliability of the trans-

mitting equipment, could be routinely operated by endorsed thirdphone operators, if they were precluded from making any adjustment which might adversely affect
array operation.

The FCC agrees with the NAB
proposal which would require a
first -phone operator in fulltime employment (rather than on contract)
if endorsed third -phone men are to

be used for routine operation.

Moreover, the FCC would add a

requirement for a backup first phone man, to be on call for periods when the fulltime first -phone
man is absent or unavailable.
The Commission would also add
a requirement that a first -phone
man be on duty every day the station is in operation, and at the be-

ginning of operation in each directional mode. He would also have

to read and countersign the preFCC reaction

In July

1970,

the FCC re-

sponded to the above actions by
adopting a Notice of Inquiry and
Proposed Rule Making (Docket
18930). Considerable discussion of
the arguments ensued:

The FCC noted the economic
plight of many small -market directional stations, which accounts
for the relatively low operator salaries at such facilities.

It was felt that the number of
rule violations was more likely due

to lack of technical supervision,
rather than being necessarily a
function of the grade of routine
operator employed.

vious day's operating log if a first phone man wasn't on duty at day's
end.

The chief or supervising engineer at a directional station should
be qualified in DA operation, which
is difficult to

insure under the

present licensing procedure. It is
suggested that a DA endorsement
be added to the rules, with a supplementary exam required for the
first -phone operator who is to be
chief or supervising engineer.

Instruction of lesser -grade operators by the supervising first phone man should be increased.

Critical arrays and arrays of
(Continued on page 42)
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Herds your chance
to call our bluff.
r

1

Memorex Corporation, Video Products
Memorex Park, Santa Clara, CA 95050
I'd like a free 15 -minute reel of Chroma 90.
Title

Name

Address
City

Zip

State

Phone

Firm

( Limited time offer. Only one free reel per firm.)

L

J

Everybody says they have the best tape on the
market. So we don't blame you if you're skeptical
about our claims.
That's why we're willing to let our tape speak for
itself. Send for a free reel of Chroma 90. Use it on
your own equipment.
We don't expect our talk to convince you. But our
tape will.

Circle 112 on Reader Service Card.
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Now showing...the,Reliables
Five inch monochrome
assembly features three
5" units in rackmount
configuration. Small size
requires less rack space
than similar units and
permits monitoring of 3
separate video signals.
High quality, all-purpose
monitors with Setchell
Carlson UNIT-IZED®
plug-in circuit modules.

New 10" monochrome
video monitors offer
horizontal resolution of
640 lines or better plus
100% solid-state
circuitry for long -life
reliability. Unit is
available in rackmount
or in attractive metal
cabinet. A 12" model is
also available.

In addition to 640 -line
resolution, the 16"
monochrome monitors
have all major operating
controls located on the
front panel for ease of
operation. Front -panel
screwdriver adjustments

for vertical linearity,
vertical height, and focus
provide protection
against accidental
misadjustment.

Nineteen inch monochrome video monitors
offer traditional Setchell
Carlson quality, including
exclusive UNIT-IZED®
plug-in circuit modules
for easy maintenance.
Horizontal resolution is
640 lines or better.
Available in rackmount
or attractive cabinet
models.

Professional quality 19"
color video monitors
offer broadcast quality at
a modest price.
Horizontal resolution is
300 lines (color) and all
set-up controls are
located behind a hinged
front panel to prevent
accidental misadjustment. Also available in
25" model.

The Color "Educator" is
a 25" model offering
big -screen, sparkling
color - 300 -line (color)
resolution - plus

Setchell Carlson's
solid-state UHF/VHF
television receiver and
RF demodulator provides
a high -quality composite
video signal and
separate audio signal,
assuring excellent
monochrome and color
picture quality. It is ideal
for video recording and
as a signal source for
video monitors.

1* ftf

The 23" monochrome
video monitor offers
excellent picture quality
and attractive styling at a
modest cost. Circuitry is
100% solid-state and the
horizontal resolution is
rated at 640 lines or
better. Monitor has a
variety of applications
due to multitude of
professional -quality
features.

Regulated circuitry in the
25" color monitor
provides extremely
stable operation and
prevents raster size or
brightness deviations
due to line voltage
fluctuations. Horizontal
resolution is 300 lines
(color). Set-up and
operating controls are
front -mounted for ease
of operation.

"Educator" Monitor/
Receiver, 23" monochrome model, is
designed specifically for
educational and training
applications. Controls
are front -located.
Tamper -proof control
compartment door with
lock is optional.
Horizontal resolution is
600 lines or better with
video signal input. Also
available in 25" color
model.

big -room audio.

Designed specifically
for educational and
training applications, the
"Educator" series
Monitor/Receivers offer
the utmost in reliability,
flexibility, and ease of
operation.

The quality and reliability of Setchell Carlson products is legendary. SC Electronics pioneered the concept of modular
circuit construction. Every Setchell Carlson product features this concept in our UNIT-IZED® plug-in circuit modules,
assuring operating dependability and maximum ease of maintenance. One hundred percent solid-state circuitry means
maximum stability, long -life, low power drain, and a minimum of heat. Every feature in a Setchell Carlson product
is meticulously designed to give you outstanding performance at a modest cost.
For many years, people involved in many different facets of broadcasting, closed circuit television, medical
training, industrial TV applications, custom remote installations, and in the field of education have been able to
depend on Setchell Carlson quality and reliability. It has become a tradition. We know that whatever your application,
you will find a product to fit your need in the Setchell Carlson line.
Let your SC Electronics dealer give you a showing of ... The new Reliables. Or, write to us for more information.
Remember SETCHELL CARLSON, where quality is a tradition.

SC ELECTRONICS, INC.
A SUBSIDIARY OF AUDIOTRONICS CORPORATION
530 5th AVE. N.W. ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55112
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Color TV optical links provide short -

haul transmission requiring no FCC
license. MAQ Series uses LED op-

erating in infrared range as transmitter. Power output is 0.5 mW
transmitted in 0.5° beamwidth to
photo detector diode in receiver.

Maximum video S/N exceeds 59 dB

Color video film recorder AiDdel CTR-2 features high -resolution

tri-color kinescope, H and V aperture equalizers, comb filter
decoder for chrominance/luminance separation, vectorscope,
photometer, 10 -step gray -scale generator. Camera is 35 -mm
with //1.3 lens, driven by closed -loop phase -locked system
using air bursts for film advance. Suitable for both negative and
reversal color film; scan reversal available. $75,000. TELEDYNE
290

CAMERA.

at 350 ft. Maximum differential

phase is ±-0.7° and differential gain

is 0.3 dB at 50% APL. MAQ-100
indoor model, $2500; MAQ-101 out-

door model, $2800. MICROWAVE As277
SOCIATES.

Vhf color TV transmitter line fea-

tures i.f. modulation, four -second
start-up. B7103 series includes basic

1 -kW transmitter, with power amplifiers providing output powers of
1, 5, 10 kW in both low and high

bands, 15 kW in high band only.

Compact transmitters are solid-state
(except power amplifiers), meet FCC
requirements. Stability of picture and
sound carriers is ±500 Hz per
month. MARCONI.

275

Color film processor handles 16 or
8 mm film, conducts standard ME -4

process at 20 ft/min. Unit warms
up in 10 min, can force two stops
without slowing down, has 2000 -ft
magazine and feed elevator. $6980.
JAMIESON

CCTV console, camera are designed
for compact portability, remote use.
Originator II console is desk -top
portable including EIA RS -170 sync
generator, six -input switcher-fader

284

278

Arc lamp power supply provides reg-

Dual -trace oscilloscope has 25 -MHz
bandwidth, 10 -mV sensitivity, delayed sweep. Telequipment D67 has

lamp current ripple for xenon, kryp-

40 dB S/N. JERROLD

tors. TVC-625 vidicon camera has

sweep rates from 2 s/m to 0.2 pts/
cm (40 ns with X5 magnifier), 3%
accuracy, 14-ns risetime, triggering

FET hybrid cascade input amplifier,

TEKTRONIX.

with preview bus, vertical interval
switching, audio mixer, video moni-

850 -line resolution, 60 -gauss field,

July,

1971-BM/E

at TV line and field

rates. $975.
281

ulated constant current with low

ton, and similar high -power arc
lamps. Standard features of EMX
Series include less than 10 ms response time, remote programming,

and high peak power capability.
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS.

279

(Continued on page 36)
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Oscilloscope camera set fits inside
or outside 3-, 4-, 5 -in. round or

rectangular CRT's. Model SCO2

Scope-MateTM uses low -distortion
auxiliary lens system and standard

Polaroid Colorpack II or III,

pro-

vicling object -to -image ratio of
1:0.85. Electronic shutter control has

speeds from infinity to 1/100 sec-

ond. $139.50 including Colorpack II
camera. INTEGRATED CONTROLS.
282

Video switcher

is designed for

CATV, ETV, ITV use, complies
with EIA RS -170. Cletron Model

610 has vertical interval switching,

special -effects generator, monochrome processing amplifier. Has 10

Advanced design capabilities is
one reason why the AR FM -15K0. 25KW

is the transmitter for the 70's.
The FM-25KD, 25KW's all new functional design makes meter -reading

easier and operation simpler while
it updates your station.

We made sure that the FM-25KD was

100% right before telling you about
its designed -in quallty, capabilities
and easy access cabinet, filled with
the latest in efficient and reliable
components:

Full 25KW power output
Two tube design
Filament voltage control
Automatic power output control
Solid state control circuitry for
improved reliability

Designed for automatic operation
Solid state exciter & power

monochrome composite. Two modes

of video matting and keying, front
panel selectable automatic sync insertion.

CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS.

283

Sync generator has available line/
field rates of 525/60, 625/50, 873/

945/60, 1023/60, 1029/ 60,
1203/60. 525 rate conforms to EIA
RS -170, higher rates to RS -343.

60,

Dage Model 718/719 sync generator

has dual isolated outputs for comp
sync, comp blank, V and H. Solidstate, size 13A X 71/4 X 93/4 in.
285

VISUAL EDUCOM

supplies

Contact AEL and we'll also tell you
all about our FM-12KD, 12KW transmitter.

Advanced
Equipment
Line

AMERICAN ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC.
P.O. Box 552 Lansdale, Pa. 19446 (215) 822-2929 TWX: 510-661-4976 Cable: AMERLAB
Circle 114 on Reader Service Card
36

inputs: seven monochrome
comp or non -comp; three color or
video

Turntable preamps are available in
stereo or mono, provide 0 dBm
into 600 ohms, with headroom to
+15. The 6400 Series has three se-

lectable curves: RIAA/NAB;

+5

GRAY

286

dB at 15

kHz; -5 dB at 15 kHz.

Vidicon camera pan head has auto

pan or manual, with automatic run
(Continued on page 38)
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Boom Boon.

We've taken our most versatile, best -performing unidirectional studio microphone, the Shure SM53, and made it even more versatile by developing a
complete boom accessory system that equips the SM53 for every conceivable boom and "fish -pole" application! Shure design engineers started with a
major breakthrough in design: a small, lightweight, extremely effective

isolation mount. They developed a super -flexible isolation cable, a pair
of highly -efficient front -and -rear windscreens, and a 20" boom extension

pipe. Finally, they developed a complete boom assembly that combines unusually small size with superb control and noise isolation.
Result: an accessory lineup that makes every Shure SM53 studio
microphone a complete microphone system! Write:
Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204.

WA

S V 1=1
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and dewell control. Model 370 pan

new production techniques

Row

Rotating
quad split

head is used with Model 250/ 2C
program timer which allows setting

Rota,
"run" and "dwell" times for auto

,

11011111100

panning. Pan head capacity, 22 lb,
with panning from 4° to 345°. Pan
head, $275; program times, $410.
POWER -OPTICS.

111

280

Reverberation device has selectable

short, medium, long delay times.

Model 659A Compact Reverbertron
has switch selection of local or remote operation providing three types
of control: dry, premix 1, premix 2.
Frequency response is ± 1 dB from
A family of windshield wipes (8)

Enjoy the competitive edge in your market
with these exclusive production
techniques.
Write or call: 812/332-7251

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
Broadcast Equipment Division
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
Circle 116 on Reader Service Card

20 Hz to 20 kHz on dry channel,

with 50 Hz to 6 kHz on reverb

channel, adjustable -±15 dB. Lock
mechanism included for portability.
FAIRCHILD SOUND EQUIPMENT.

287

Base insulators for guyed towers are

available in strengths from 0.5-10
million lb and breakdown voltages
from 50-500 kV. Most sizes available

in 60 days. CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS.
288

AM modulation monitor is solidstate, plug-in, with critical circuits
on glass epoxy circuit boards. TBM8500 monitor is FCC type -approved,

has front panel selection of direct reading S/N. Carrier -failure alarm
circuit makes relay contacts accessible on back panel. TBM-8500 monitor, $850. RM-85T/ R remote metering kit, $105. MCMARTIN.
289
Especially newscasters, eeco-ters, emcees and
announcers. For exi rple,Scrris ECM -51
Telescopic Wand micropl-cne, at $12c-..95, is the
same fine micropl-cne as Sony's famous
ECM -53 Tie-Tacd_apel rr ic-ophone, but
mocified f.pr hand-helc or microphone S-31:: use. See this new
performer 3t your -ie3rest professional audio dealer, or write:
Specia Applicat on Products
Divis D1 So-y/Superscope,
8'50 V neland Ave.,
S..m Valley, Calif. 91352.

Twin microphone mount permits two
or three microphones to be installed

on a single microphone stand. The

new accessory separates the mikes by

eight inches horizontally to assure

optimum separation for phasing and
stereo purposes. Model TM -1 is designed for use with stands equipped
with a 5/8 -inch 27 male thread. Finish is satin chrome. ATLAS SOUND.
291

In -studio and on -location omnidirectional microphone, D -160E, features a removable, wire mesh windscreen which locks securely to the
mike body. Without the screen, response is absolutely linear; with the
windscreen, there is a presence rise
of 4-5 dB between 3000-12,000 Hz.

Unit has an output level of -55

Dynamic cardioid microphone, U-2,
dB. $60.00 AKG.
292

part of the MD 421 family, contains
no bass equalizer so that all shaping

can be done at the console. Each
mike comes with individually -meas-

ured response curve. Finish is flat
black, non -reflective. $114.
HEISER.

Circle 117 on Reader Service Card
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CROSSTALK

THE MC -104

IS ENOUGH

Dear BM/ E:

Mr. R. H. Coddington should be
commended for his article "Meeting
The Engineer Shortage" in the March
issue of BM/ E.

His facts are accurate, his solu-

tions

are good and his thorough

knowledge of the industry obvious.
It is long overdue that the FCC catch
up with the technical advances that

Three cart units are nice. But
four are better. Better still is getting the four for altr3st the price

of three. That's a targain. And
you get it in the MC -104, 4 -unit
cart machine.

are available to broadcasters.

It's a bargain too, tut all MC -

broadcasting are antiquated. It's time
broadcasters were allowed to utilize
the automatic logging of its transmitter operations and leave the first
class operators free to do more constructive work for the station.
Bill Ward, VP/GM,

104 units are plug-in and operate
independently. This Frevents total
system failure.

Present operator requirements in

KBBQ (AM)

Burbank, California

It's quiet enough AND small
enough to sit mike -side. Pretty
enough too, in its accessory cabinet.

Let's face it, the MC -104 is eroigi for any control room.

Dear BM/ E:

fail to see how Mr. Coddington's solution of automated supervision is going to help the small market directional AM station. At

$1:50

I

numerous small -market directionals

the shift engineer is a combo man,
who already holds a first phone.
Now, if the manager replaces this
supervision with an automated system (which will be expensive), will

S PA Irk TA

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

5851 FLORIN-PERKIMS ROAD, SACRANIENT3, CALIFORNIA 9582E 19161 383-5353

14616 SOUTHLAIAMI LANE, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20850 (301) 424-1'920
A DIVISION OF COMPU-EF E9JIFIAEN1 COfFORA-ION
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he fire this man and hire a third

class op. Hardly, as this combo man

was hired in the first place for his
skills in news, on the board, or as
a sportscaster or salesman. In these
cases, the fact that the man had a
first phone may have been secondary

to his other skills. So where is the
cost savings? At this station I do not

see where there would be any savings by going to the third and automated supervision, with our present
staff. Don't think I am going to bat
for the 90 -day wonder or the paper
engineer, as I am opposed to the
present quickie schools which turn
out a DJ with a blue diploma, who
knows absolutely nothing about engineering.

I foresee another problem if the
third-class proposal goes thru. In a
few years, as the number of first
phones drop, how will owners and
general managers entice third phones

Sony condenser

miles are better
or everyone.

Especially to- those who require an
unobtrusive instrument for public address,
sound reiniorcerient or recording
purposes. Designed as a tie clasp,
Sory's ECM -16 condenser
mic-ophone is only $34.95
but is super or to competitive
$75 tie-tac cr leveller mikes.
Hard to believe? Visit your
Sony.Superscope dealer for
de:ails-or write: Mr. Carl
Mason, Sony/Supeiscope,
e150 Vineland Ave., Sun
Valley, Calif. 91352.

to go to the extra work of studying
and preparing for a first phone and
the chief's job, for little or no more
pay.

Currently, when a chief

80141c,

Si PE RSCOPE

is

needed, an existing first phone can

be talked into taking the job. Or
does Mr. Coddington believe that
a chief's pay will go up with the
advent of the automated supervisory
equipment? That is not likely in the
small -market station.
Fred Clinger
Chief Engineer, WBCO
Bucyrus, Ohio
Circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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AVHF transmitter site
is a nice place to visit, but you
don't have to live there.
RCA has developed the most
advanced VHF color television transmitter on the market. So you don't
have to live with it, if you don't want to.
The 50 kW TT-50FH. It's designed

for unattended operation, with provisions for automatic logging and
remote control. When you're ready, so
are we.
In fact, the TT-50FH is the only high
band VHF transmitter specifically
designed as a twin system, which fulfills the FCC's requirements for remote
operation with once -a -week inspection.

It's actually two complete 25 kW
transmitters with true parallel design
and instantaneous automatic exciter
switchover.
Barring failure of primary power, it's
virtually impossible to lose your signal.
Which just happens to be the best in
the business.
For one thing, the TT-50FH gives you
solid state diode modulation at carrier
frequency and our sideband shaping
takes place at the output, so you get
greater assurance of spectral purity
than you do from any other transmitter.

The TT-50FH has only two tuned
visual amplifier stages, so it's easy to
maintain, too. The fewer stages you
have, the fewer adjustments you have
to make, and there's less chance for
trouble.
With the TT-50FH, you make an
adjustment, and it lasts. We'll guarantee
signal quality and stability for 30 days.

The design is reliability itself. The
circuits are solid state design up to the
IPA. There are only three tubes in each
transmitter. Only two tube types. And
the control logic is solid state. That's

more solid state than any other transmitter.
One more thing. To make things
even easier for you, our optional OptoSwitcher puts everything that goes
between the transmitter and antenna
into one package, factory adjusted for
maximum performance.
It all adds up to superior performance. The TT-50FH performance specs
are 100 per cent better than any previous generation transmitter.
We've been the leader in TV transmitters since television began. Now
we have something really new for you.
The best signal. The most reliable
design. The best performance. The
ideal transmitter for remote control.
The most advanced transmitter on
the market.
The TT-50FH. By RCA.

RCA

Third Phone

(Continued from page 32)

doubtful stability would not be permitted to use third -phone men.

A modern, accurate, and pos-

what's a

nice color

sibly type -approved phase monitor
would be required at stations using

endorsed third -phone men, who
would be required to notify a first phone operator whenever specified
permissable limits are exceeded.
The Commission also noted that

new
cinematic
techniques
for TV

third -phone operators are some-

like
bright rose

times "moonlighters" and that they
are probably expected to perform
non -technical functions to a greater
extent than first -phone men.
SBE's position

During the past six months or

doing with
bastard

so, there has been a growing movement within the Society of BroadBursting circle wipe

cast Engineers to ask the FCC to
upgrade the first phone license.

At the same time, the SBE has
not opposed the NAB petition to

ease operator requirements in

amber?

radio. This is hardly surprising
since at least one SBE official is

Bright Rose
and Bastard Amber!?
Just two of 23 colors in
the Gelatran line up.

Committee which drafted the

Gelatran'Color media by Colortran.
Excellent transmission and color
range. For motion pictures,
television, theatrical and
photographic applications,
indoors and out.
Moisture proof, heat
and fade resistant. Won't dry
out and crack with age. Tear and
puncture resistant. Deep dye
technology outlasts all other
expendable media. Comes
in rolls and sheets.
Free Gelatran
swatch book on request.
Write today ... See Bright Rose.
Bastard Amber and their
colorful friends, True Blue,
Surprise Pink, Warm Straw
and many others!

Colortran
Berkey Colortran 1015 Chestnut St.
Photo Inc Lild Burbank, Calif. 91502 213 843-1200

Circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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on the NAB Engineering Advisory

NAB petition.
At this point, draft petitions are
being circulated among SBE members. The general ideas are to ask
the FCC to:

Reinstate the old requirement
of two years' satisfactory service
for renewal of license.

Add new sections to the

li-

cense exam, covering respectively
AM directionals, FM, and TV.

Require any of the above as

endorsements on the first phone
license, if the holder is chief operator of respectively, a directional
AM, an FM, or a TV station.
Some SBE members are wage-
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Animated psychedelic wipe

earning technicians, others chief
engineers or station executives.
Yet there seems informal agree-

More than 50 sophisticated
electronic wipes and
transitions

ments on two points:

Enjoy the competitive edge
in your market with these
exclusive production
techniques.

The NAB will probably get its
way.

Upgrading the first -phone license through required service and
specialized endorsements for
chiefs should help insure that

Write or call: 812/332-7251.

these personnel are better qualified.

Or, as one member put it: If
we're going to have to get along
with third -phone operators, the

first -phone men had better be
pretty good.

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
Broadcast Equipment Division
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

BM/E
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WCCO-TV used a color
processor to win the baffle for

been the number of awards we've received - just recently
for our third documentary filmed entirely in Vietnam.
"But the best award is audience recognition. Our news

news ratings. "With six stations fighting for

programs have about 50% share of TV viewers, and

Sherman Headley who is General Manager of the

that's the kind of recognition we're after.
"As you can see, we keep our machine pretty busy.

Minneapolis -St. Paul television station.

But the ME -4 Process is so simple, especiclly in combina-

"And when we got our own color processor in 1965,
we really opened up. Now we process over 1,500,000
feet of color film a year-and that's almost exclusively
for color news, sports, and public affairs.
"Our film units have contributed tremendously to the
range of our news coverage. A happy result of this has

tion with Kodak's packaged chemicals, that all our cameramen know how to run the machine. So if you come
across anyone who's not yet sold on the ME -4 Process,
have him talk to us:"
Need more information? There's someone else you
can talk to: your nearest Kodak Representative. Call his
number below and check out the benefits of Kodak ME -4
and mini ME -4 color processing. But you don't want to

the same audience, you learn to move pretty fast:' says

wait too long. A color processor may give you a big
advantage, but it's not exactly a secret weapon.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY ATLANTA: Bob Baker 404/3516510/CHICAGO: Dick Potter 312/654-0200/DALLAS: Frank Reinking 214/3513221/HOLLYWOOD: John Warier 213, 4646131/ NEW YORK: NI' Reddick 212/
262-7100/SAN FRANCISCO: Joe Semmelmayer 415/776-6055

NEW

Cartridge Tape
Supermarket!
Here's a one -stop shopping center
for the most and best in broadcast

quality cartridge tape equipmenta SPOTMASTER supermarket of
variety and value.
Just check the boxes and send

us this advertisement with your
letterhead. We'll speed complete
information to you by return mail.

Single -

Cartridge
Equipment
Ten/70
Record -Play

Record -play & playback models,
compact &
rack -mounted

The incomparable Ten/70
The classic 500C
The economical 400 (from $415)
Stereo models
Delayed programming models

Multiple -

Cartridge
Equipment
FiveSpot

(5 -cartridge deck)

CCTV studio system, Originate IV,
is described in catalog sheet. System
includes video production center,
cameras VTR, monitor, audio gear,

LIT

lighting. Ampex.

Rear zoom, focus control attach-

For copies of these literature offering, circle numbers for appropriate
items on Reader Service Card.

(10 -cartridge deck)

Drugs are described in 12 -page bro-

chure: The Far -Out Search-Some
Facts About Commonly Abused
Drugs. Booklet offered by publisher

to companies seeking to increase
public confidence in corporate good
citizenship. Paul S. Amidon & Associates.

200

Coax cable, rigid transmission line
are listed, described in 8 -page brochure. Includes performance curves,
accessories,
Dodge.

connectors. Phelps
201

Attenuators for audio, video covered
in 24 -page catalog from Tech Laboratories. Includes step type, balanced and unbalanced, T, H, L pads,
pi networks, ladder circuits.
202

In Support of Clean Water-Dis-

posing of Effluents from Film Processing: 12 -page pamphlet evaluates
photographic chemicals used in film
processing, suggests how to reduce
water pollution. Eastman Kodak. 203
Portable speech scrambler illustrated

in two -page brochure from Lynch
Communication Systems. Model E75

Cartridge Tape
Accessories
Tape cartridge winder
Calibrated tape timer

Remote

controllers

Cartridge racks

(wall, floor &
table top models)

Tape Cartridge Racks

Degaussers (head
demagnetizers &
cartridge erasers)

ments for CCTV cameras by Sony
or Panasonic, described in brochure
from D. E. Carlson.

207

Brochure describes line of CATV

TenSpot

Versatile FiveSpot

206

scrambler usable in radio and telephone communication, with preselected code cards for information
security.

204

Tape head replacement guide from
Nortronics covers 2800 domestic and

foreign tape recorders. Has crossreferences to model and head part
numbers for reel-to-reel and cart
machines.

205

equipment and accessories. Reviews

principal features of each item, includes electrical characteristics tables. GTE Sylvania.
208

Uhf parabolic antennas are described

bulletin from Andrew. 6-GHz
dual polarized UHX Series antennas have front -to -back ratio of 75
dB at 180° ±80°.
209
in

Low-cost video equipment

for

CATV, CCTV, ETV is covered in
brochure from RCA. Includes live

cameras, film chains,

monitors,

VTR, sync generator, DA's, switchers, lighting equipment.
210

Phase -stable cable is subject of literature from Phelps Dodge. Note explains phase -temperature coefficient
tests on five types of coax. Includes
data tables.
211
TV relay system for 10.55-13.2 GHz
range covered in brochure. MA -12C
system is low-cost, solid-state, oneway or bidirectional, color or B&W.
Microwave Associates.
212
Delay lines by Daven are shown and
discussed in buyer's guide from Edison Electronics Div., McGraw -Edison. Includes technical discussion,
glossary.

213

Bulletin describes frequency meter/
synthesizer/signal generator with fre-

quency range of 10 kHz to more

than 500 MHz, frequency accuracy
better than
ppm, heterodyne detector sensitivity better than 5 mV.
1

Lampkin.

214

Telephone answering accessory
Replacement tape heads
Adjustable head brackets

Head cleaning fluid
Alignment tape
Bulk tape (lubricated, heavy duty)

Tape tags
Cartridges, all

sizes, any length
tape (or empty),
no minimum order,
lowest prices

Cartridges: All Sizes

The nation's leader in cartridge tape
technology can fill your every need,
quickly and economically. That's how we

FUNCTION PERFORMANCE ACCURACY

became the leader. Write:

RELIABILITY

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.

CALL OR WRITE ARNO MEYER

A Filmwaya Company
8810 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910
(301) 588-4983

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.

Circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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Monitoring Systems
that give you everything!
VERSATILITY

ECONOMY

DELAWARE AND MONTROSE AVENUES, UPPER DARBY, PA. 1908,1.60X 83
(215) 789-0550
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WITH OUR FAR -AHEAD

TCC-1425. 4E CAN
FILL THE SCREEN
WITH 14 -_INES

OF 25 CHARACTERS EACH..

TeleMation's new TOG -1425

Character Generator
Our versatile TCG-1425 puts more edit -ability at your
fingertips than any other character generator. Designed
specifically for use in broadcast and teleproduction, it
gives you a choice of two keyboard -selectable sources
(output is automatically synchronous), as well as partial
and full -page alphanumeric display, and the industry's
two biggest handfuls of editing and control features.
The easy -to -use keyboard encourages you to become an

overnight virtuoso. Display editing functions include
copy up/copy down, hop left/hop right, snake up/snake
down, automatic line and page centering, and open line/
close line (for making corrections without resetting full
lines). For control flexibility, the TCG-1425 gives you one line horizontal crawl, line -by-line horizontal wipe, vertical
wipe, vertical roll and flash. Edging, shadowing and matting are also available.
The display itself is a clear improvement. You command

up to 14 lines of 25 characters each-plus a handy fif-

teerth line for composition preview-and an internal
memory for a one -line, 560 -character crawl. Characters
are more legible because of our high -resolution 11x12
line matrix format.
If you want extra memory capacity, we offer as an accessory a true random-access disc unit with 1000 -line storage and instantaneous retrieval. It's more reliable than
magnetic loop memories, and, because there's no head -

to -disc contact, you never have to worry about wear,
clogging or information loss.
You'll find new ideas, convenience and production values
every day in the TCG-1425- and the cost is less than you
might think.
Write today for complete technical and price information.

T i-LEMAT,
P.O. Box 15068, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Phone: 801-487-5399

Quadrasonic Broadcasting

(Continued from page 28)

station began broadcasting an hour (7-8 PM) of
quadrasonic stereo each night. On April 4th this
was increased by adding the two-hour weekly
Boston Pops program on Sundays (3-5 PM).
The listener response has been fantastic accord-

pecting some compatible encoded discs from Proj-

ect 3, at the time of BM/E's contact. A list of
music used by WDHA accompanies this article.
WDHA was one of the first stations to broadcast two -channel stereo which is why they rushed
to be first with four -channel too. Judging from

the response of very enthusiastic four -channel

ing to Robert A. Linder, general manager. Over
2000 letters were received the first month. All
local dealers sold out initial supplies of decoders.
WHDA decided, after a survey of the field,
that the E -V encoding process would be practical
and effective for present broadcasting. The mono
listener notices no degradation of sound, the two channel stereo listener loses no separation and
hears a fuller more spacious sound, and the fourchannel stereo listener will receive a very satisfying amount of separation left -front from right -

listeners and sponsors-high fidelity manufacturers

front and rear -from -front.

which normally used Schafer automation did live
broadcasting from the show on those dates.
It was the third station to go on the air with the
E -V system, preceded by WJIB-FM, Boston, and
WDHA. WRNL does claim a first in the country
to use a Toyo four -channel quad cartridge machine
with the new RCA 0-8 cartridges. The reproduction from these cartridges was amazingly good,

Linder says it's only the left and right rear
channels that are not very much different. But
considering how easily the $60.00 decoder plugs

into the tape -monitor jack of an FM stereo receiver, Linder says he is very satisfied.
Although the broadcast system is 4 -from -2, the

nightly program is sponsored by TEAC who is
promoting the advantages of discrete separation
which can be obtained with TEAC tape recorders!

WDHA uses primarily four -channel pre-re-

corded tapes for most of its program material
and plays them into the E -V encoder. The station
does have a Bob Crewe Generation encoded disc
and Ovation Sampler encoded disc and was ex -

and dealers-Linder firmly believes that four channel is here to stay. And until a workable system for more perfect separation is developed
(which may be years off), Linder feels the small investment for an E -V system and quadrasonic sound
today more than worthwhile.

WRNL-FM, Richmond, Va., commenced its
four -channel broadcasting in conjunction with the
Richmond stereo music show which was held on

March 19, 20 and 21 of this year. The station,

according to Sam Straus, chief engineer.

The total equipment complement used by
Straus includes the E -V encoder, the Toyo cartridge unit (using the RCA four -track cartridges),
a Sony 366-4 four -track tape deck, four Shure
M68 mixers, and a Collins twin -tape and stereo
console 212S-1.
The response to the broadcast was overwhelm-

ing, WRNL reports and, within a few hours of

Operating remote control?
Be safe and sure with the
1111111111111IM

NEW! ALL
0 LITO-7gia RF
AMPLIFIER FROM WILKINSON!

commencing quadrasonic broadcasting, all decoders available in Richmond were sold out. (Approximately 15,000 people saw the live broadcast from
the stereo show.)
WRNL-FM now broadcasts quadrasonic music
two hours a day. It will increase this schedule as

more music becomes available. It currently has
20 hours of suitable selections. It plays from this
list, two hours each day.
So far, only records using the Electro-Voice
Stereo -4 approach developed by Len Feldman
(BM/E, Feb. 1971 and May 1970) are available
(From Crewe, Ovation, Project III, Stereo Dimension and Alshire). This approach loses some
stereo separation. Recently E -V announced and
agreement in principle with Peter Scheiber (Audio

Data Co.) to pool efforts in seeking encoding
Features of the Model TRF 1A:
VERY LOW DISTORTION AND CARRIER SHIFT
BROAD GAIN 'CHARACTERICTICS
EXTREME STABILITY EXCELLENT SELECTIVITY

ULTRA LINEARITY

For complete details write:

Want more information on four -channel?
Circle corresponding number on reader service card.
Electro-Voice encoder

1937 MacDAD

117Z1V
ELECTRONICS, INC.

standards that would be acceptable to the industry. Sckeiber's system uses comparative amplifiers
to increase separation. A discrete 4 -channel disc
system is available from JVC (Nippon Victor)
but this approach is not compatible with the four from -two matrixing schemes.
BM/E

BLVD.

WOODLYN, PAE. 19094

PHONE (215) 8745236 8745237

Sansui synthesizer and encoder
Toyo cartridge player
Four -channel tapes
Encoded records

294
295
296
297
298

Next month: a beginning series on 4 -channel stereo by Lawrence Gahagan, co -general manager, KPEN
Presstime: CBS Records and Sony have announced a matrixing
scheme using helical modulation. Details next month.

Circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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FASTEST HANDLING SINGLE SYSTEM
SOUND CAMERA IN THE WORLD.
Canon Sound Scoopic 200. A single system sound -on magnetic news documentary camera.
Designed for the TV news cameraman. Without compromise. And with features long demanded ...

REFLEX VIEWING through a 135° rotating mirror

LIGHT WEIGHT. 12 lbs. 6 oz. Including body with

shutter. No beam splitter. No loss of light at the film
plane.

film chamber, lens, exposure system, sound heads and
take-up spools.

FULLY AUTOMATIC THRU-THE-LENS

LOW PROFILE bottom load design for 200 feet

METERING with manual override control. F stops visible
in the viewfinder. Instant open and return diaphragm
for fast focusing.

daylight spools. Shoot from cars, doorways ... anywhere.

FILTER SLOTTED 12.5-75mm Canon zoom lens.

advanced automatic gain control with manual override.
VU meter Dual mike input. And a fast rechargeable
battery that powers the camera, meter and amplifier
through 2000 feel of film. Recharges in under 5 hours.
Batteries interchange in seconds.
Feature for feature, Canon Sound Scoopic 200 adds up
to getting the news faster than ever. See it in action at
your Canon dealer. Or write us for more information.

Filter changeable in seconds.

REGISTRATION PIN MOVEMENT.
Assures perfect framing.

ELECTRONICALLY GOVERNED MOTOR.
Ir sures accurate sound speed.

AND MORE. A 6 lb. 14 oz. over -the -shoulder
amplifier/camera power pack in a single unit. With

MODULAR TWIN SOUND HEADS. Enap in
and Dut n seconds.
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BM/E CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACE
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $22.50 per inch lx; $22.00 per inch 3x; $21.00 per inch 6x; $20.00
per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 250 per word; minimum $3.00. BLIND BOX NUMBER:
No extra charge. Replies sent to address below will be forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send
check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issue date.

BM/E, Monterey and Pinola Avenues, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
HELP WANTED

GENERAL MANAGER -RADIO
VERY LARGE SOUTHERN MKT.

Growing organization has magnificent long-range deal for
young but experienced General

Manager who knows and can
innovate contemporary radio
formats and promotion ... can
handle and motivate employees
... and is really strong on FCC
Regulations, broadcast equipment and engineering. Your reply will be held in strict confidence. Send fullest details to
Box 771-1 BM/E, Blue Ridge
Summit Pa. 17214.
CATV MGR./TECH.: Small system in Florida
needs qualified man to handle entire opera-

tion. Must be willing and able to set levels
& assist on installs, then put on a tie and
meet with the city manager. Excellent opportunity for the right man who wants to settle
down

run

and

with
resume and salary requirements to Box 771-2
BM/E, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214. Our
things

himself.

Reply

employees know of this ad.

POSITIONS WANTED
Florida, Texas and points warm. Just completed 11/2 years AFRTS, 5 yrs. experience;
2 yrs. college. 3rd. 23. Not a phony floater.
Looking for young contemporary operation
that knows where it's going. Open-minded

management

must. Want to jock now -

a

maybe PD later. Heavy production. Air check,
Write:
Larry Lauer, 629 14th Ave., Anchorage, Alaska
resume,

good

references

on request.

99501.

Trained, versatile, announcer, newscaster, dj,
sportscaster, mc, writer, desires fulltime position
anywhere. Salutatorian broadcast school February
graduate, 3rd. ticket, single, 22 and draft

exempt with three years college (Notre Dame;
Arizona).

Tape,

resume,

and

impressive

references on request. William Roemer, 15608
Rose Dr., South Holland, Ill. 60473. Tel.
312-333-9185.

Progressive rock, blues, jazz, folk. Five years experience announcing -programming this format

-one year jazz -San Francisco. Musical integrity most important -salary secondary. Please
call or write -Steven Garner, 3105 Tremont Dr.,

Lousville, Ky.-502-452-6419.
Give me a chance. I'll give you my best. Broad-

cast school graduate needs first job. 21. July
8th. Stable, draft exempt, 3rd endorsed, tight

board. Wants position MOR. Will relocate
anywhere for opportunity. Write or phone
collect for resume, tape and photo. Darrell

Clark, 6314 Cheri Lynne, Dayton, Ohio 45415.
(513) 890-4352.

11/2 years experience in a small market top 40.
Looking for permanent position in northeastern

U.S. Alan S. Campbell c/o 10 Sunny Acres,

Brattleboro, Vermont 05301.
3rd endorsed, travel anywhere. First 8 days free.
Some college, broadcast graduate. Contact Wally
G., 659 LaSalle St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14215 or
(716) 837-9341 collect.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (con't.)

EQUIPMENT WANTED (con't.)

SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS: Mono, 2, 4 8,
12, & 16 track models plus 270 automatic players. Some models in stock now. W.A.L. custom
audio control consoles & console modules.
Solid state 120 Watt power Amps. We buy and
rebuild Scully lathes. WMGAND AUDIO LABORATORIES, INC. 3402 Windsor Road, Wall,

Need RCA 2 KW T.V. transmitters, low and
high band. Also Channel 7 superturnstyle low

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa, has converted its VTR machines to
high band and has available three rebuilt RCA

Call letter nems-jewelry, mike plates, banners.
decals, bumper strips, magnetic signs, audience

low band air bearing Head Wheel Panels, Type
MI-40790-BZ. These units contain the new Al-

fecon II pole tip material, are in their original,

MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
builders,

spot

sales

incentives,

promotions.

Write Radio -TV Publicizers, Box 534, Dept.
BME, Scottsboro, Ala. 35768.

factory -sealed cases, and are fully warranted by

RCA. They are available for $600 each with a

EXISTENTIAL PHILOSOPHY

used head wheel as a trade in or for $1100 each

without trade in. Contact: E. M. Tink, Director
of Engineering, KWWL-TV, East Fourth and

SEX AND BROADCASTING

SOLID -MATE AUDIO PLUG-IN OCTAL (1"

The robber barons of broadcasting. How
do they work? Why does their greed affect

tape preamp-equalizers, tape bias osc. & record
ampl., power amps & power supplies. Send for
free catalog and audio applications. ()Paolo

find out. Intro. rate $3 for 5 months. Or
$7.50 for guide and The Myrkin Papers,
a book about sin & sex in the control

Franklin Streets, Waterloo, Iowa 50703.

Dia x 2" H) modules. Mic preamps, disc &

Labs.. 172 So. Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles,
(-al. 90036

AMERICA'S LARGEST STOCK AND CONSIGNMENT LISTING of new and used broad-

you? Subscribe to weekly KTAO Guide and
rooms of America.
KTAO, Los Gatos, California 95030.

cast and recording equipment. We trade -sell and

buy. THE MAZE CORPORATION, P.O. Box

PROGRAM SERVICES

Finest RF coils, contactors, switches, custom
ATU systems built for customers or dealers.

Automation broadcasters! Custom programming

Ltd. Thomcliffe Park Drive, Toronto C-7, Ont.

Gentleman Instrumentals?" CnB Studios, 3415
Beresford Ave., Belmont, Cal. 94002.
Deejay Manual -A collection of one-liner comedy pieces for sparkling DJ's $3.00.
free "Broadcast Comedy" catalog. Show -Biz
Comedy Service (Dept. R) 1735 East 26 Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219.
"Free" Catalog . . . Everything for the deejay! Comedy, books, airchecks, wild tracks, old
radio shows, and more! Write: Command, Box

6636, Birmingham, Ala. 35210.

Write or phone for catalogue. Geleco Electronics
Phone 416-421-5631.

ELECTRO-VOICE microphones and all accessories;

petitive broadcast wholesale prices. We can
also handle your Electro-Voice microphone

repairs. PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SERVICES,
P.O. Box 1953, Fort Worth, Texas 76101.
RCA TS 40 solid state switching system with
effects in good working condition, available in
April 1971 at an attractive price, four years old.
Contact Vital Industries, Inc., 3614 S.W. Archer
Rd., Gainesville, Fla. 32601 -or phone 904-3781581.

FIELD STRENGTH METER. 540 KHz to
5MHz, Ten microvolts to 10 volts per meter.

New solid state design, long battery life.
Stable, accurate calibration. Free literature.
Solar Electronics, 901 No. Highland Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal. 90038.
Ampex 300, 350, 352, 400, 450 users, for greater
S/N ratio, replace first playback stage 12SJ7

with our plug-in transistor preamp. For specifica-

for high speed -multiple duplicator prices! Orlooking for specialized libraries like "Country

26348-A, San Francisco 94126.

VOICE DROPPERS UNLIMITED. DJ drop ins by the hundreds in various character voices.
Price graded by your market rank. Free audition

tape, P.O. Box 1167; Miami (Little River Sta.)
Fla. 33138.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
FM Station that is making money in mid
South-west,

large Market. $36,000.00 Down.
Box 771-3 BM/E. Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.

tion write VIF INTERNATIONAL, PO Box

TECHNICAL SERVICES

1555. Mtn. View, Ca. 94040.

Heliax-styroflex. Large stocks -bargain prices tested and certified. Write for prices and stock
lists. Sierra Western Electric, Box 23872, Oakland. Calif. 94623. Phone (415) 832-3527.
Our latest used equipment bulletin is out! If you
have
have not received your copy, write us. The you
P.O. Box 6636, Birmingham, Alabama 35210.
Professional

tape

Cleans pressure

head

cleaner -It works! -

rollers too. Your check for

$5.00 brings 3 two ounce bottles prepaid. We
broadcast equipment and services. Tape
cartridges rewound. Tri-Tronics, 829 8th Street,
Lillington, N.C.
Tektronix RM 529 waveform monitor, $650.00.
Daven 12B (rackmount) transmission measuring
set, $495. F.O.B. Electronicraft, 34 Johnson
sell

CUSTOM CARTRIDGE RELOADING and refurbishing. Fidelipac replacement parts and
cartridges. Write us today for prices. PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SERVICES, BOX 1953, FT.
WORTH, TEX. 76101.

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC FIRST CLASS RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE IN SIX WEEKS. Classes in El Paso,
Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver,
Ft. Worth, Hartford, Houston Memphis, Miami
Beach, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Nashville, New
Orleans, Oklahoma City, St. Louis, San Antonio, San Francisco, and Seattle. For information contact Elkins Institute, 2603 Inwood Road,

Rd., Binghamton, N.Y. 13905. (607-724-5785)

Dallas, Texas 75235 (214)-357-4001.

$30,000.00 broadcast equipment for sale. $1950.00

First phone through tape recorded lessons at
home plus one week personal instruction in

Complete AM/FM station. First check
takes. Money back guarantee. James Hutchins,
835 Wall St., Bend, Ore. 503-382-3969. Before
9 A.M. local time.
The complete and reliable source for new and
used broadcast equipment. Request our free
listings. Broadcast Equipment and Supply Co.,
cash.

Box 3141, Bristol, Tennessee 37620.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
We need one good used, type approved 500

55, Greenville, N.C. 27834. Tel. 919-752-3040.

(812) 833-5750.

48

power. Contact Bruno Schwebel Av. Chapultepec
18, Mexico 1, D. F. Phone: 5-18-56-74.

N.J. 07719. Phone 201/681-6443.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
4-650 ft. towers $6500.00 each. Many more.

Ground wire 850 per xx. lb. Bill Angle, Box

Phone 717/794-2191

watt (or 1000/500 watt) transmitter. Contact
Don Martin, WSLM, Salem, Ind. 47167. Tel.

Washington,

D.C., Atlanta, Boston, Detroit,
New Orleans, Minneapolis, Seattle, Denver.
Portland, Los Angeles. Proven results. Our 17th
year teaching FCC license courses. Bob Johnson
Broadcast License Training, 1060D Duncan,
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. Phone 213-3794461.

ATTENTION VETERANS! First class license
in five weeks with complete theory and R.C.A.equipped laboratory training. Approved for

veterans. Tuition $333.00. Housing cost $16.00

per week. American Institute of Radio, 2622
Old Lebanon Road, Nashville, Tenn. 37214.
615-889-0469.
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FOR THE FIRST TIME ... A DETAILED GUIDE ON
WHO DOES WHAT AND HOW IT SHOULD BE DONE
NOW

SAVE $3.00
on this Special
Prepub Offer!

ORGANIZATION & OPERATION
OF BROADCAST STATIONS By Jay Hoffer

A practical handbook for station managers, supervisory personnel, students ... anyone pursuing a career in broadcasting.
Who does syhal, and lion should it be done, in today's radio station? This new book answers these
and scores of other perplexing questions by proNiding an in-depth examination of the job functions
and responsibilities in modern radio-from manager to secretary, from announcer to salesman, from
the traffic manager to the program director.
Here-for the first time in a systematic and
author has to say will help you establish yourprofessional presentation-is a complete runself, help to build that firm foundation upon

ORGANIZATION le OPERATION
OF BROADCAST STATIONS
BY

Jay Hoffer

down on all the organizational and operational
aspects of running a broadcast station!
This unique new volume contains a wealth of
information for anyone involved in, or interested in, broadcasting. Station owners and managers will find the answers to many of the
problems they face every day, for here, in well
defined fashion, is a clear-cut delineation of

which successful careers are based. It'll help you
avoid "tangental exercises" that hamper the
progress of many who honestly lack the neces-

sary knowledge and who, therefore, have to
"bum around" from station to station until
they succumb to reason.

Or, if you're a pro, you'll probably find

the answer to the problem that has been hampering your progress. And, if you aspire to
the upper echelons of management, you'll find
the information needed, coupled with past experience, to advance toward your goal. You'll
be prepared when an opportunity arises.

station duties and responsibilities

that takes
the guesswork out of who does what, and

BASED ON YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

how it should be done. Proper application of
the enormous amount of practical data in this
new book will help to insure that the station
operates as a team. And, extensive coverage
of all the little "nitty-gritty" details of day-today operations will minimize those last-minute

OF VALUE TO ALL PERSONNEL IN ALL

crises.

RADIO STATIONS

Other executives and employees will also find
much of value in this monumental work.

MONEY -BACK

tion

Apart from the interrelationship of one func-

with another, anyone interested in upgrading his capabilities will find the various

GUARANTEE

256 FACT FILLED PAGES

HANDSOME HARDBOUND VOLUME

ONLY $9.95 (IF YOU ORDER NOW)

CONTENTS:
The Nature

of

Business; Oppor-

the

Unlimited-The
Creativity
Director; Responsibility for

tunities;

Program
Overall Sound;

Policy and Procedure;

FCC Rules and Regulations; Program
Shift
Meetings; Hiring Announcers;
of ProgramCreation
Assignments;
ming Service; Trade Press; Maintaining a Diary; Editorializing-The PD's

Staff of Public Relations; Staff Meet-

in-depth descriptions of other jobs indispensable in furthering his own advancement.
Yes, here is all the necessary background one
needs to start and operate a station. It thoroughly explains in detail just what is expected
of everyone who works in radio. It matters not
whether you're a pro, a rank beginner, or
just someone who is seriously contemplating
broadcasting as a way of life . . . everything
you need to know is contained within the
pages of this one handy volume!
This book "tells it like it is." The author, a
veteran, pulls no punches; he does
not glamorize certain aspects and minimize
others-it's straight down the middle. If you
read this book thoroughly, you'll know what
seasoned

it

takes to attain professional efficiency in a

specific function.

If you're a beginner

ings; Coordinating Interdepartment Activity; Integration into Community

Life-The

Announcer;

Scope

of

or

student, what this

Mobile Equipment-The Music Director; Listening; 1Playlist; Record Pro-

illustrates

moters; Cataloging-The Traffic Manager; Program Log; Liaison with Sales
Coordination with
Bookkeeping-The Copywriter; Scope
of Creativity; Liaison with Sales and
Programming;

Programming-The Sales Manager; Responsibility for Overall Billing; National
Local

Sales;

Relationship with

Other Departments-The Account Executive; Organization and Preparation;
Review and Development: Client Socializing-The Promotion Manager; Audience

By

The

Performance
ReportManager; Responsibility
Operation; International

and

tion and applying for a job. Regardless of your
particular goal, you'll achieve it quicker with
thorough understanding of the overall operation
of a station and of your co-workers' responsibilities. 256 pps. 15 Chapters plus Index. Hard-

bound.

"Organi/ation & Operation of Broadcast Sta..
tic-ns" is published to sell at 512.95. But, if you

order noir, you can save $3.00. The Special
Prepublication Price of $9.95 prevails through
August 15, 1971.

Order today at our risk for FREE Examination. SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and
mail the handy NO -RISK coupon below to
receive your own copy of this helpful volume.

External Involvement-The Office

HANDBOOK OF RADIO
PUBLICITY & PROMOTION

By Jack Macdonald. Absolutely the world's greatest

radio promotion source -

still groping for

book!
book

the right formula. And therein
lies the secret as Si Willing
it by

theory

and,

objections and how they've
been successfully countered.
You'll learn the approaches and the clinchers,
how to use available sales tools to the best

advantage, how to overcome fear and timidity,
and how to deal with the competition. You'll
learn ways to sidestep objections, how to recognize the "opportune moment," how to convert a
"No" to a "Yes," and how to satisfy the prospective sponsor who has everything. If you want to
improve your selling techniques and increase your
sales, this book has what you need. 320 pps.
Order No. 511 _
Hardbound $12.95

format, just about all the

sure-fire ideas a radio

station might ever need. One idea alone can be
worth many times the cost of this indispensable
sourcebook. The comprehensive all -encompassing

sections include contests, outside stunts, fun promotions, special station promotions, promotions for special days, weeks and

audience -building
months,

station

anniversary

promotions, on -air

themes, and personality promos. A GIANT 372 page handbook bound in handsome 3 -ring binder.
Order No 213
Hardbound $29.95

NO RISK COUPON-MAIL TODAY
in

of Broadcast Stations" at the Special Prepublication price of only
$9.95 (105:, additional discount on 3 or more copies.)
Also send me
Cl No. 511
0 No. 213
I enclose $

invoice.

CI Please invoice on 10 -day FREE trial

Name

times their cost, return
them and we'll cancel
V

1500 on -air promotion

themes adaptable to any

TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
Please send me
copies of "Organization & Operation

books to work
for you for 10 days
If they don't prove
to be worth several

ting the job. Index.

MUST

PUBLISHER'S

these

Get

the

GUARANTEE
Put the information

Preparation; Get-

Here's

for stations who
want to attract more listen.
ers, boost ratings increase
sales and profits. Contains

even more important, by practice. You'll hear all sorts of

Staff; Office Manager; Bookkeeper; ReStarted; Educational

the role he must play in overseeing the
entire operation. There's also a chapter on
getting started, covering educational prepara-

Si

salesmen are

Promotion, Sales Promotion-

ceptionist: Secretary-How to

tary, and, of course, the station manager and

HOW TO SELL
RADIO ADVERTISING

The Merchandising Director; Coordination with Sales; Execution of Client
Cooperation;
Station
for Overall

director, music director, traffic manager, copywriter, sales manager, account executive, promotion manager, merchandising director, office
manager, bookkeeper, receptionist, and secre-

Other Helpful Books On Broadcasting For Every Station!
Willing. M (lions of
words have been written about
salesmanship, yet thousands of

Sales;

the program director and his relationship with

other departments and with the public. He
explains the duties of the announcer, news

Re-

sponsibility; Voice Training; Record Handling; Production; Innovations and Intellectual Curiosity; Outside Interests
News Director;
and Activities-The
Scope of Responsibility; News Delivery;
News Sources, News Writing, Newsroom;

and

After an examination of the nature of the

business, the author analyzses the duties of
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Expensive?
That's
one thing
Jamieson's
new
Compac 16/8
color film
processor
isn't.

Jamieson's new Compac 16/8 is priced
at just $6,980. And that's complete, even
to the crate it's shipped in.
Study the picture of our new Compac 16/8.
What you see is a completely operable
machine. And what you see is what you get
for the low, $6,980 price.
Jamieson's Compac 16/8 conducts the
standard ME -4 process at 20 feet per minute.
With the advanced EH -101* you can run
it at 30 feet per minute.
Our new Compac 16/8 runs 16mm and
8mm completely interchangably. It warms
up and is ready to go in 10 minutes flat. It
can force two stops without slowing down.
That's quite a bit for $6,980.
But there's more.
Jamieson's Compac 16/8 has a 2000 ft.
magazine that's standard and a feed elevator.

It has our patented tube tanks with features
of high picture quality and economical cost,
which are well known in Jamieson's
larger models.
This new, low-cost color film processor
has a new, quiet buffer squeegee. It has the
automatic controls featured in larger
machines and a complete set of flow meters.
We'd like to tell you more about our new
Compac 16/8 and what it can do for your
station. So write or call us.
How about 35mm Slides?
If you use many color slides, take a look at

Jamieson's Compac 35/16. It processes
35mm slides as well as 16mm news film
and commercials and at the same low price
as the Compac 16/8.

*The EH -101 procedure uses standard ME -4 chemistry at slightly higher temperatures.

EQUIPMENT DIVISION

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY
9171 KING ARTHUR DRIVE, DALLAS, TEXAS 75247

.1

NI

(214) 638-2660
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MARKETPLACE TO REACH
OVER 26,000 BROADCASTERS!
run

Please

the

ad

attached

in

BM/E's

CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACE in your next:

Li 6 issues

EI 12 issues

3 issues

1:1

1

issue

or Co.

CM/E-15
Cover 4

Cover 3
Cover 2

Dynair Electronics, Inc.

City

Eastman Kodak Co.
Electronic Industrial Engineering

BM/E, Classified Advertising Department,
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.

THE
LEADE

Inc.

Memorex Corp.,
Video Products
3M Company,
Magnetic Products Div.

Philips Broadcast Equipment
Corp.

Sony/Superscope
Sparta Electronic Corp.

"Quality-Service
and Price!"
Yes, quality, service and price
on CATV systems are the rea-

Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.
Superior Continental Corp.
Sylvania Electronic Components
Sylvania Lighting Center
TAB Books

ence. For assistance in systems
planning, engineering and complete systems quotations . . .
CALL OR WRITE TODAY

7oe Wot% ?evert
COMPANY, INCORPORATED

P.O. Box 8597, Fort Worth, Texas
(817) JE 6-5676

-Associated Companies-

Tommy Moore, Inc.
Big State Engineering, Inc.
Tower Construction Finance, Inc.
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MODEL 659A

Another exciting edition of the worldfamous FAIRCHILD Reverbertron systems is the new Model 659A FAIRCHILD
COMPACT REVERBERTRON.

Identical in performance characteristics to the preceding studio model-

the Model 659 - the new compact
Model 659A also supersedes all other
artificial reverberators within its price
range by providing the same natural,
real -life reverberation effects as the
world's finest acoustic chambers.
Including lock mechanism for portability the rack mount Fairchild Compact Reverbertron is 19" wide x 9" deep

x 7" high - truly the finest compact
CM/E-13
40, 41

reverberation system available today.

19

For complete details contact your
Fairchild Distributor or write:

34

38, 42
CM/E-9
37

38, 39
39

u. S. Patent #34336674

FAIRCHILD
Sound Equipment Corporation
10-10 45th Ave..L 1 C . N.Y. 11101
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7
Tektronix
45, CM/E-21
TeleMation, Inc.
CM/E-5
Theta-Com
9
Time and Frequency Technology, Inc.
CM/E-22
Utility Body Co.
8, 46
Wilkinson Electronics, Inc.

Mc Martin
CA p

Receiv

ors

E xclusive

sons for Fort Worth Tower's po-

sition as the industry's leading
supplier. Experience gained as
a pioneer supplier of CATV enables Fort Worth Tower to provide you with a quality product
at a price that is reasonable
and attractive.
Take advantage of our experi-

CM/E-24

27, 29, 31, 33

RCA Service Company
SC Electronics, Inc.
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Scala Radio Corp.
Shure Brothers, Inc.
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Fairchild Sound Equipment Corp.
51
Fort Worth Tower Co., Inc.
5
Grass Valley Group, Inc., The
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50
Jamieson Film Company
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AEL Communications Corp.
American Electronic Laboratories, Inc. .. 36
44
Belar Electronics Laboratory, Inc.
Berkey Colortran, A Div. of
42
Berkey Photo Inc.
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Broadcast Electronics, Inc.

Cascade Electronics Ltd.
Collins Radio Company
Conrac Corp.
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

USE BM/E's CLASSIFIED

SALES OFFICES
Broadband Information Services, Inc.
200 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
Charles C. Lenz Jr.
Advertising Director
EAST COAST

200 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
212-685-5320

Charles C. Lenz Jr.
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1111 Hearst Building
San Francisco, California 94130
415-362-8547
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PRODUCT INDEX

FROM THE

EDITOR
The Third Phone Flap
If the Commission finds time in the next few months to sort

out replies to the proposed rule making concerning AM and FM
operators, Docket 18930, it may come to a conclusion regarding
certification requirements of operators. It's expected that, in
the final outcome, third phone licensed operators will be permitted to handle more jobs.
Broadcast managers, by and large, favor relaxation of the
rules to permit third phone operators to be in charge. Reasons
are primarily economic. No broadcaster wants a resident doctor
on staff if he can share a doctor on call with others.

Those in the industry whose jobs are at stake, and those
who worry about performance standards, are reluctant to see
any diminishment of requirements for qualified experts being
on board at all times.
This editor, tongue-in-cheek, once proposed that there is

no need for an on -staff chief engineer. (Fire the Engineer, BM/ E,

August 1970.) We suggested the FCC set high performance
standards and stiff license penalties for violations in lieu of
operation requirements. We foresaw this leading to an investment in high reliability equipment and service contracts with
qualified engineers who would, through preventative maintenance

(and penalties for failure), keep transmitters on the air.

Needless to say, we were inundated with protests from

engineers who assured us, by citing personal experiences, that the

airwaves would be empty a goodly part of the time if a trusty
spot to get a broken-down rig on the air.
Within the industry, there are those who hold that being
on air is something sacred and that any downtime is blasphemy
against God and the engineering profession. Others are more
concerned about the wrath of the FCC and the vindication of
a sponsor whose commercial was not aired.
For the wealthier stations, the latter keeps everyone on his
toes. For the small station with lots of available time, downtime is not disasterous-it's easy to schedule makegoods.
Thus, the situation is somewhat self-correcting. In rich
markets, the pressure is there to stay on the air and managers
can be trusted to staff up appropriately.
In the small markets, however, the lag in self -correction

may get out of bounds from the point of view of the public
interest. Therefore, limits on the boundaries should be set-

e.g., no more than, say, four failures per quarter year or more
than 30 minutes off -the -air, save for acts of God. If a station
exceeds such limits. the sanctions can be high-such as loss
of license. The FCC could grant the frequency to some other
applicant who demonstrated a greater likelihood of staying on

the air. A similar requirement could be imposed on cable
operators.

There is no doubt it, there is a conflict. But it does seem
a little absurd that part of this industry operates so close to
the borderline that it can't afford competancy. We can envision

an alternative. Why don't all broadcasters in a community
cooperate by jointly sharing a common transmitter room and
antenna farm. Such a cooperative venture could certainly employ and afford qualified help.
Old pros in this industry tell us it won't work. There is
too much rivalry amongst local broadcasters. To this, our reply
is you can't have it both ways. Cooperate and save costs or
foot the bill yourself. Newspapers have learned how to share
facilities. Why can't broadcasters?

James A. Lippke, Editor

A quick reference to products mentioned editorially
or in advertisements. Page number is listed first
(light face type) followed by reader service number
(bold face.)

AUDIO

39/118
44/122

Cart machine, 4-unit/Sparta
Cartridge tape equipment/Broadcast

Electronics
37/115 Microphones/Shure Bros.
38/117 Microphones/Sony/Superscope
39/119 Microphones/Sony/Superscope
38/289 Modulation monitor, AM/McMartin
38/293 Microphone, dynamic cardioid/Sennhe(ser
38/292 Microphone, omni-directional/AKG
46/125 RF amplifier/Wilkinson
38/287 Reverberation device/Fairchild Sound
51/131 Reverbertron/Fairchild Sound
51/132 SCA multiplex receivers/McMartin
36/286 Turntable preamps/Gray
38/291 Twin microphone mount/Atlas Sound
TELEVISION STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

35/278 CCTV consoles, cameras/Jerrold
45/124 Character generator/TeleMation
42/126 Cinematic techniques/Sarkes Tarzian
3/101 Film chain slide/Spindler & Sauppe
35/290 Film recorder, color video/Teledyne
Camera

C3/133
44/123
34/113

9/105
38/116
47/127
C2/100
5/102
36/285
33/112
36/283
10/106
38/280

Monitor/Conrac
Monitoring systems/Belar
Monitors/SC Electronics
Monitors, uhf and vhf/Time & Frequency
Production techniques/Sarkes Tarzian
Sound camera/Canon USA
Switcher/Dynair
Switcher, video-audio/Grass Valley
Sync generator/Visual-Educom
Tape, chroma 90/Memorex
Video switcher/Cleveland Electronics
Video tape/3M, Magnetic Products
Vidicon camera pan head/Power Optics

TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT

35/277

Color TV optical links/Microwave
Associates

36/114 Transmitter/AEL
C4/134 Transmitters, fm/Collins
35/275 Transmitters, vhf, color/Marconi
40/120 Transmitters, vhf, color/RCA
ANTENNAS, TOWERS & TRANSMISSION LINES

51/130

Tower/Fort Worth Tower

TEST EQUIPMENT

36/282
35/281
7/103

Oscilloscope/Integrated Controls
Oscilloscope, dual trace/Tektronix
Test signal generators/Tektronix

CATV

*Appears in CM/E supplement only
22/159 Aerial ladder/Utility Body

* 5/151 AML equipment/Theta Corn

15/162
* 9/154
18/156
* 7/152

Amplifier/Cascade
Antennas/Scala
Cable/Comm/Scope
Equipment/AEL
*13/155 Camera, Norelco PC-70/Philips
* 8/153 Converter-jammer/transponder/K'SON
*21/158 "Money Machine"/TeleMation
*24/161 Modulator/EIE
* 2/150 Systems & equipment/Jerrold
*23/160 Various products/Sylvania
PHOTOGRAPHIC & LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

35/279

Arc lamp power supply/Electronic

50/129
35/284
42/121
12/107

Color film processor/Jamieson
Color film processor/Jamieson
Geletran Color media/Berkey-Colortran
Lamps/Sylvania

Measurements

MISCELLANEOUS

38/288
49/128
8/104

Base insulators/Continental Electronics
Books/TAB Books
Surge protectors/Wilkinson
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Pix-Pad Gives the Thrifty
Big -Spender Performance
Start with the finest CRT display around. Strip
it down to the economy level, but keep the quality high. You've got Pix-Pac®, a new Conrac
series that delivers more for the money than any
import. You get an excellent picture every time

without flicker or bounce. And you're just a
phone call away from that all-important factory
contact. For the first time, you can really afford
to be thrifty.
Pix-Pac® has the essential qualities for industrial, cable, broadcast, computer or educational

applications. There are two basic models, the
9 -inch ENA9 and the 12 -inch ENA12. Both ate
solid state. Both come with chassis, cabinet and

rack -mount versions. ENA9 also comes in a
dual configuration or with a variety of front
panels to accommodate related equipment. All
units made for continuous operation.
Be sure. Spend a little on Pix-Pac®. Conrac Corp-

oration. 600 N. Rimsdale Avenue, Covina,
California 91722. (213) 966-3511

C0N R AC
CORPORATION
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Collins FM transmitters
have the best record
for uninterrupted service.

Meet our newest:
the 20 -kW 831G-1

AEI

Collins new 831G-1 transmitter gives the quality- and economy -minded broadcaster uninterrupted, dependable performance.
The 831G-1 uses solid-state on -off switching and is equipped with automatic power output control. It offers front panel tuning with complete metering and control facilities on the extended
control panel. The direct FM all -solid-state exciter offers such options as stereo
multiplex and an SCA generator.

For more information, contact your Collins representative or Collins Radio

COLLINS

Company, Dept. 400, Dallas, Texas 75207. Phone: (214) 235-7863 (direct line).
COMMUNICATION/COMPUTATION /CONTROL
Circle 134 on Reader Service Card

